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Our program, the "Leaming Landscape," is an 
entrepreneurial community-minded alliance of public 
and private interests which seeks to strengthen 
Denver Public Schools and their surrounding 
neighborhoods by designing new multi-dimensio_nal 
playgrounds and social gathering places. 

The success of this program is founded on amutual 
respect for aesthetic, maintenance, safety, and 
recreational issues. . 

Approximately 75 DPS elementary schools require 
moderate to extensive renovations or upgrades to 
meet adequate standards. These include replacing 
playground equipment, providing irrigation and sod, 
providing AQA accesibility, and providing.an outdoor" 
classroom learning environment. · · 

Both students and the surrounding community will 
benefit 

For Denver neighborhoods this.revitalization will 
reclaim the school's historic role as afocal point in the 
community. 

Community lnvolvel)lent is afoundation of this 
program:·1n every step of this process we solicit_. 
community input and involvem.ent as ameans of 
fostering asense of neighborhood ownership and 
vision. 

Our thanks to these current 
funders and contibutors · 

Denver Public School District #1 
Donald KFoundation 

Rio Grande &Co. 
Gates Family Foundation 

· Amerlcorps 
City a_nd County of Denver • 

University of Colorado at Denver 
Denver Neighborhood Cultures 
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AStatement from The Principal 

We, the staff of Smedley Elementary School, 
are committed to our families and our community. 
That commitment, to provide what is best for our 
students, has led us to begin an upgrade of our 
outdoor facilities to create asafer and cleaner 
school environment. Research has shown that 
positive discipline behaviors increase in asafe, 
well-planned playground environment. Smedley's 
outdoor facilities have been lacking, but with the 
help of our partners, our school can be abetter. 
learning environment for all. 

Cuantas semanas tiene un dia 
y cuantos anos tiene un mes? 

De que color es el olor 
def 1/anto azul de las violetas? 

Ycuando se muda el paisaje 
son tus manos oson tus 
guantes? 

Cuando canta el azul def agua 
coma hue/eel rumor def cielo? 

.ning the Future 

Building the Future 

Living the Future 

We need your help: 
We have been working long and hard to make 

this dream areality. But we still need your support. 
Check for volunteer dates or contact us with your 
donations and support. 

Make our community stronger by helping our 
children. 

'\~~GEr 
~ 

0 

$423,405 t 
Your New Schaal/ Park Will Include: 

Greening the Field &Running Track $120,000 
Basketball Court &New Asphalt Areas $50,000 
Children's Mural &Art Elements $20,020 
New Playground Equipment $160,010 
Public Gathering Pla9e &New Walks $70,000 
Trees &Gardens $20,310 

~rJ~•'.fALL... 
C:) 

Please Join Us for Our Groundbreaking 
and Volunteer Day!! 

Cinqo De Mayo: May 5th 8:30 - 2:00 

Please call to find out how you can help!! 
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PROJECT DATA 

Project Name: Learning Landscape Alliance Location: =D~e~n~v=e~r~C=o=l=o~ra=d=o~-------
Owner: Denver Public Schools 
Project Use(s): Elementary School Playground Ground use during school hours - community 
urban park during non-school hours. 
Project Size: 23 Elementary School Campuses Total Development Cost: $9.8 Million 

Annual Operating Budget:: ~$2~-~7~M=i=lli=on=fo~r~2=0=02~-=-----:--::--,-,---,-,----c=---c--c--==-=c:::
Date Initiated: 1999 Percent Completed by December 1, 2002: 75% 
Project Completion Date (if appropriate): ~F=a=II/W=in=t=e~r2=0=0~3~-------------

Application submitted by: 
Name: Lois A. Brink Title: Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture 
Organization: University of Colorado-Denver 
Address: Campus Box 126. PO Box 173364 City/State/Zip: Denver CO 80217 
Telephone: (303) 556.3475 Fax: (303) 556.3687 
E-mail: lbrink@carbon.cudenver.edu Weekend Contact Number. (720) 939.5194 

Key Participants 
Organization Key Participant Telephone/email 
Public Agencies: 
Denver Public Schools Administration 

Michael C. Langley (303)575.4011/Michael Langley@dpsk12.org 
Charles Burdo (303)575.4196/Charles Burdo@dpsk12.org 
Donald W. Moon Jr. (303)575.4082/Donald Moonjr@dpsk12.org 
Troy A. Gamer (303)575.4181/Troy Gamer@dpsk12.org 

University of Colorado-Denver, Department of Landscape Architecture 
Gene Bressler (303)556.6516/gene.bressler@cudenver.edu 
Patricia O"Leary (303)556.6029/patricia.oleary@cudenver.edu 

City of Denver Housing and Neighborhood Development Services 
Monica Perales (720)913.1569/monica.perales@ci.denver.co.us 

Denver Parks and Recreation 
Susan Baird (303)964.2523/susan.baird@ci.Denver.co.us 

Architect/Designer: 
University of Colorado-Denver, Department of Landscape Architecture 

Lois A. Brink (303)556.3475/lbrink@carbon.cudenver.edu 
Developer: N/A 
Professional Consultant: 
GPO Land Design Jill Gashler (303)788.9604flgashler@gpdlanddesiqn.com 

Leanne Duncan /lduncan@gpdlanddesign.com 
CRS Kaia Gallagher, PhD (303)860-1705/kaia.Gallagher@crsllc.orq 
Little Voice Kelly Ronan (303)722-3652/kelly@littlevoice.orq 
Community Group: 
Crofton Elementary School Diana Howard {303).292.4629/Diana Howard@dpsk12.org 
Artists/Parents Robert Pietruszewski {303)477.4455/bob@visualidea.eom 

Vicky Smith (303)320.8503fionp@earthnet.net 
Colfax Elementary School Mary Romero (303).623.6148/Mary Romero@dpsk12.org 
Other: 
Gates Family Foundation Tom Kaesemeyer (303)722.1881/tkaesemeyer@gatesfamilyfoundation.org 
Graduate Students Justin Atherton-Wood (303)393.9674/athertonwood@yahoo.eom 

Jennifer A. D'Avanzo (303)864.9112fidavanzo@hotmail.com 
Edward Kinney (720)941.5560/ewardkinney@hitmail.eom 

Peer-1 Kenneth Gaipa {303)761.1450/ken.qaipa@UCHSC.edu 
DPS Allen Balczarek {303)764.3640/allen balczarek@dpsk12.org 

How did you learn about the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence: A former University of Colorado -
Denver graduate student. . ~"'"""~ ~e~----
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ABSTRACT 

Project Name: Learning Landscape Alliance 
Address: City/State/Zip: Denver CO 

1.0verview of the project; major project goals. 

The Learning Landscape Alliance is an entrepreneurial and community based association 
of public and private interests. Its main objective is to strengthen' the Denver Public elementary 
schools and their surrounding neighborhoods by designing new multi-dimensional school 
playgrounds that also offer profound elements of a public park and social gathering place. The 
success of the Learning Landscape project is founded on a healthy enthusiasm for aesthetic 
issues, as well as a pragmatic approach to maintenance, safety and recreational issues. While 
the main objective of the project is to reconnect communities with their public schools, a Learning 
Landscape playground and park also creates innovative avenues for participatory learning, 
increases recreational opportunities, and provides a much needed green space in an otherwise 
heavily urban neighborhood. All this creates a site for learning and discovery that is fun and 
ultimately celebrates the cultural and historic character of each distinct neighborhood. 

Both students and surrounding communities take part in the fund-raising and construction 
of the playgrounds, along with the help of AmeriCorp volunteers. And both students and the 
surrounding community benefit from this association. 

The Learning Landscape Alliance is a small committee composed of representatives of the 
City and County of Denver, the University of Colorado at Denver, Denver Public Schools, and 
private foundations. The Alliance has initiated a fund raising campaign for learning landscapes at 
25 elementary schools in Denver's 16 "focus" neighborhoods, the poorest in Denver. Most of these 
schools had received "low" or "unsatisfactory" ratings in state scholastic achievement tests. Close 
to 90 percent of the students are non-white; 93 percent qualify for free or reduced lunch, and the 
mobility rate averages 80 percent for each school. By December 2002, the alliance will have 
funded and constructed 16 learning landscapes. The cost of these projects averages $430,000. 
The total of $6.3 million raised came from the city of Denver, DPS, foundations, communities 
involved, in-kind support from Americorp, Colorado Youth Corps, Peer 1, businesses and from 
funds provided by each school. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? 

The Learning Landscape project merits the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence 
because it seeks to reinvent inner city school grounds to better serve the school and its 
neighborhood through the following multi-faceted and creative solutions: 

❖ Use University of Colorado graduate students through a trilogy of courses as a think tank 
for new innovative design concepts as they work in concert with a specific school and its 
community. The collective ideas that emerge are born out of the rich cultural diversity of 
the neighborhood, the multi generational aspect of communal space, the gender and 
age-appropriate needs of young children today; and, the exploration of non-traditional 
design and materials. 

❖ Establish a trilogy of construction methods that maximizes volunteer community and 
school builds; encourages in-kind contributions and services; allows for flexibility in 
fundraising and incorporates art installations by artists and school children. 

❖ Develop an entrepreneurial community minded fund raising alliance of public and private 
interests to raise construction funds with the schools and communities. 

❖ Serve as a national prototype for inner city urban school districts. With the elimination of 
forced school busing in Denver, elementary schools are a catalyst for urban renewal 
while becoming prominent civic landmarks for their communities. The Learning 



Landscape project has realized this civic dream. Rather than having school grounds 
remain as isolated institutions operating only during school hours, the grounds are now 
inviting and accessible to the entire community. The communities in turn recognize the 
value of the playgrounds as a community space. 

2003 
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Project Description 

1. How has the project impacted the local community? 

The Learning Landscape Program was created to renovate playgrounds and create social 
gathering spaces for Denver's public elementary schools and surrounding neighborhoods. 
Currently in its third official year, preliminary results reported by elementary schools and local 
communities show an increase in children engaged in creative play and exhibiting an increase in 
positive social behavior. The culture of the school has improved as well. Teachers have noticed 
that children are ready to learn and more on task in the classroom after recess. Previously, it 
might take a teacher upwards of 20 minutes to settle the class down and teachers can use "not 
playing on the playground" as a consequence for children staying on task in class. 

Records illustrate that the number of behavioral referrals for violence and vandalism to school 
property have been dramatically reduced, school attenda"nce has improved, and playground 
injuries are decreasing. As for the various communities where these playgrounds were buil~ 
public participation in school events and public use of the playgrounds and surrounding public 
parks has dramatically increased, demonstrating an increased sense of school and community 
pride. The school grounds become a key gathering place in the evening and during the summer 
months. By the end of 2003, 16 neighborhoods and schools will have received new learning 
landscapes. 

A study is currently being conducted by Colorado Research Strategies to further document 
the positive affects on school children and the community. We anticipate this study being 
completed in late winter. 

2. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, if any, significant trade-offs were 
required the project? 

The principal value of a learning landscape is its multiplicity. In a era of limited resources and 
increasing urban social ills, single-minded urban renewal projects that are forced on communities 
are neither viable nor sustainable solutions. By bringing together diverse groups working in 
concert a civic process--not a project-is created. Graduate students learn design and the value 
of civic responsibility while providing a much needed design service to local communities. The 
landscape architecture program at the University of Colorado advances the discipline by creating 
a new urban hybrid that provides valuable primary research into the machinations of modern 
community life. School grounds serve as parks, and antiquated school grounds are restored to 
their civic place in the community while enhancing educatlon through participatory hands-on 
learning. 

The most significant trade-off is that no individual or organization can lay claim to or control this 
type of project. It's success lies in the concession that each entity must surrender to the larger 
group. Participants must be and are willing to experiment. The overriding spirit of this civic group 
is to adhere to the admonition from Margaret Mead: 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed it is the only thing that ever has." 

3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community 
participation where appropriate. 



The Learning Landscape Initiative, officially began in 1999 when the University of Colorado at 
Denver (UCO) Landscape Architecture Program entered into a formal agreement with Denver 
Public Schools to develop landscape architecture for elementary schools throughout the district. 
UCO students prepare master plans comprised of 5 main components-(1) a vision, (2) a set of 
goals to implement the vision, (3) a program of uses, (4) a spatial relationship diagram and (5) an 
aesthetic ordering system. The master plan targets existing and proposed uses, relationships 
between uses, and programmatic requirements for uses, maintenance and safety issues, and 
preliminary cost estimates. To date graduate students have prepared 45 master plans for the 
district. 

Once the master plan is complete the schools participating in the alliance program move into a 
design studio where graduate students begin to coalesce the pieces of the master plan into a 
detailed site design. This process involves the students, teachers, parents and communities. All 
work together to develop a comprehensive and detailed campus plan with further refined cost 
estimates. At this point construction is delineated into traditional and non-traditional construction. 
The end product for the studio is a set of design development drawings. Landscape architects 
are selected lo finalize the student's drawings in the form of construction documents. The 
traditional elements of each project go through the normal bidding process-while the non 
traditional projects are coordinated by DPS and UCO jointly. Projects are always built during the 
school year so that children and families can be part of the process. 

Community involvement is a foundation of this program. In every step of the way, we solicit 
community input and involvement as a means of fostering a sense of neighborhood ownership 
and vision. Landscape architecture students and professionals held extensive meetings with 
focus groups of students, parents, staff and administrators at each school to identify elements for 
the proposed site development. Their feedback was incorporated into the unique designs - and 
are best illustrated by the different approaches each school will take in redeveloping their current 
spaces. During construction volunteer dates are established with the school and community and 
occur during the traditional construction process. We get anywhere from 50 to 100 people on a 
volunteer day. We have found however that it isn't really until the construction begins and the 
community can see that something is really happening that they get involved. Each project will 
have 2 -4 volunteer builds. Typically the community will plant, lay sod, move engineered wood 
fiber into the play pits, build playground equipment and lay bricks. This involvement and 
productive community focus helps to reconstruct a neighborhood identity that is so often lacking 
in other urban renewal efforts. Additionally it has become a wonderful way to bring parents into 
the school particularly when language is a barrier. The community is supported by other 
volunteer organizations such as Americorp, Peer One, church and community groups to name 
just a few. 

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot 
costs where available. 
With the completion of the project, Denver will be the first U.S. city to have implemented such a 
comprehensive plan for inner schools and neighborhoods. Assuming success in 2003, the total 
investment is projected at $9,800,000. Fund raising occurs at both the alliance and the site
based level. The cost of each project averages $430,000. Below is last year's funding and 
illustrates the break down of funding. 

Funding Strategy Target and Actual-2002 

Funding type % Target Actual % Actual 

1. School community participation funds 2.00% $76,000 2.79% 

2. School community participation/other volunteer labor 8.00% $248,876 9.12% 

3. Corporate funds 5.00% $248,970 9.12% 

4. DPS funds 15.00% $496,589.73 18.20% 



5. City of Denver funds 40.00% $778,000 28.51% 

6. Grants 20.00% $880,021 32.25% 

Total 100.00% $2,728,457.35 100.00% 

Last year alone, the seven schools completing learning landscapes received almost $250,000 in 
in-kind support from more than 1,000 community volunteers and AmeriCorp. Over time, several 
prominent foundations and funding sources have supported this initiative, including the Mayor's 
Focus Neighborhood Initiative, First Bank, Great Outdoors Colorado, The Daniels Fund, Gates 
Family foundation and the Temple Hoyne Buell Foundation. In addition to their funding support 
DPS also contributes hundreds of thousands of dollars to carry out the project while we are still 
raising funds. For a more detailed list of funders see supporting documentation. 

Funding for this project is founded on the philosophy, "the more the merrier". This year we relied 
on corporate and foundation funding more than public entities. We believe that the greater 
number of individuals contributing strengthens the project and sends the message to the 
communities and their children, "We believe in you." 

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model 
adaptable to other urban settings? 

The Learning Landscape project is unique because no other program/project exists in the United 
States based on the breadth of improvements per site, the number of sites, and amount of 
community involvement. The model is easily adaptable to other urban settings as well as within 
Denver's school district. Locally, DPS is currently considering bringing a General Obligation 
Bond to the voters next fall. Preliminary discussions have targeted the Learning Landscape 
Program and 25 million dollars to implement the master plans at the remaining elementary 
schools. 

Considering the elimination of forced school busing in many neighborhoods across the nation, 
elementary schools in the program have the potential now to become civic landmarks, a source of 
great local pride, and catalysts for other urban renewal projects. The Learning Landscape project 
continues to serve as a pilot for other urban areas around the country. 
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 

Name: Michael C. Langley Title: Executive Director, Facility Management 
Organization: Denver Public Schools Telephone: (303) 575-4011 
Address: 2800 West i h Avenue City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80204 

::xna::~:)71#tf/4/mail Michael_Langl~y@dpsk12o~ 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements 
made of this project by your agency (e.g., zoning, public, participation, public benefits, impact 
statement). 

First, The Learning Landscape Alliance projects were all located on Denver Public Schools (DPS) 
elementary schools. 

Our organization has been involved in this program from the beginning and in fact was a 
responsible party for initiating the program. In mid-1999, DPS signed an agreement with the 
University of Colorado - Denver [UCO]. UCO agreed to develop a multi-course graduate 
curriculum whereby graduate students would work with our schools and community to develop 
exterior master plans for our elementary schools. The intent was if we had a master plan for a 
school, over time as funding became available, we could develop the school's exterior area to the 
vision of the school and the community. 

Once the program was initiated the City and County of Denver and private foundations found the 
concept very laudable and began to provide funding in 2000. DPS, and Facility Management, 
specifically, has supported the program in several ways to include: 

• Dedicate funding from bond savings and property sales to this program - more 
than $1 million. 

• Provide a project manager to oversee all projects. 
• Worked with UCO, the school, the community and permitting agencies in the 

final design and execution of all projects. 
• Provide the complete support staff for all projects to include: contracting, 

purchasing, accounts payable, MBE/WBE programs. 
• Provide total ground breaking, dedication and community volunteer day 

support. 
• Provide grounds and plumbing personnel equipment and support for 

community volunteer builds. 
• Dedicate management support for all coordination and planning meetings. 
• Provided commitments to public and private agencies to properly operate and 

maintain all facilities provided under this program. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were 
required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 

The schools impacted by this program are all located in lower socio-economic neighborhoods. 
Basically the appearance and condition of the school's exterior to the city, the community and 
most importantly the children, was - dirt, no soft-scape, grass areas, few and very old, 
outdated play apparatuses. We were sending a message that we did not care. 



The intended benefit of the program was to provide an excellent learning environment for the 
children and an excellent community facility for the benefit of all. 
Due to the lack of funding, unlike a fully funded bond program, and the mixture of various funding 
sources and volunteer effort, we had to be very creative in our delivery system for project 
completions. Volunteer efforts, organized groups and community groups, had to be carefully 
integrated into the overall construction schedule. Contributed materials and construction effort, 
likewise had to be integrated in the contracted effort and construction schedule. Furthermore, 
many items on each project had to bid as bid alternates - depending on contributions, which 
continued through the construction schedule. 

As the organization performing the functions described in item 1, we were the entity legally 
responsible for performing these trade offs and compromises. While challenging and detail 
demanding, this creative approach provided wonderful facilities for the children, the communities 
and the City. 

3.Describe the project's impact on your community? Please be as specific as possible? 

We are currently performing a detailed objective survey of impacted schools. Initial results show 
that schools with new learning landscapes have discipline and student-principal referrals dropping 
by more than 90%. Children are spending more time in classes, learning - principals and staff 
are highly laudatory of the changed environment. 

An unexpected benefit of the program has been the increased community involvement and 
ownership for transformed schools. Parents and community members through participating in the 
community build days have a new sense of ownership and pride. Vandalism has dropped - when 
it does occur, community members are turning in the offenders. A new sense of overall 
community pride and ownership towards the school and literally "mini-community parks" has 
developed. 

All our schools, throughout the City of Denver, have observed the results of this program and now 
want to be part of the program. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnership? Are there aspects of this 
project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 

This program has set a totally new model in public/private partnerships. First it has established a 
viable, productive link between K-12 and higher education -always talked about, seldom seen. It 
has produced coordination, planning and funding between a K-12 school district, a university, a 
large city government, numerous private foundations, private corporations, and private donors. 
Lastly, and possibly most importantly, it has re-energized the involvement of private citizens in 
their communities, with their schools and their government. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspects of this program are: 

• Creating an excellent learning environment for our children 
• Involvement of citizens in their communities and schools 
• Providing the challenge and opportunity for various government and private 

organization to coordinate and work together for the common good. 

The least successful aspect of the program is the intensive management, oversight and 
coordination to make the program successful. Without this effort, however, our schools would 
have remained in their poor condition, with a lacking educational environment and poor 
community support - this alternative would have been totally unacceptable. 



PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 

Name: Charles Burdo Title: Project Manager, Playground 
and Leaming Landscapes 

Organization: Denver Public Schools (DPS) Telephone: (303) 575-4196 
Address: 2800 W . ?'hAve City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80204 
Fax: (303) 575-4J,98 E-mail: Charles_Burdo@dpsk12.org 

Signature: ~d./,{t;__iJ t/vi../a-z-

1. What role did you~:::~ay in the development of this project? Describe any 
requirements made of this project by your agency (e.g ., zoning, public, participation, public 
benefits, impact statement). In 1999. DPS formed a partnership with the College of Architecture and 
Planning, Landscape Architect Program, University of Colorado at Denver (UCO) to create space 
utilization and learning landscape master plans for a few selected schools. In 2000, DPS and UCO 
were Joined by the Housing and Neighborhood Development Services. Mayor's Office. City and County 
of Denver in order to improve the neighborhood school and community in our more economically 
challenged areas. The results have been nothing less than admirable. 

2 . How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were 
required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? The 
Playground and Leaming Landscape project benefit's the City and County of Denver on many levels In 
providing the elementary school with safe and interactive play equipment and learning landscape 
components, the school's learning environment is therefore greatly improved and this supports the child's 
learning abilities as they learn through imaginative play, as well as, active play. Socialization skills are 
learned when children are required to share and respect other children involved in the same activities. 
Therefore, bullism is reduced, children enjoy their playground recess periods, and self-esteem is improved. 
Secondly, the project has become the catalyst in bringing the school and community together as both are 
involved in the master planning process. Pride in ownership, community responsibility, and a common area 
for all to use has helped to foster more parental involvement in their children's educational needs 

3 .Describe the project's impact on your community? Please be as specific as possible? Our 
communities, neighborhoods, elementary schools, families. and individual children are witnessing the onset 
of a cultural change whereby a greater respect for individuals and property is occurring. Documented 
results demonstrates that schools with new playgrounds and learning landscapes are experiencing 
significanUy less referrals to the principal for disciplinary actions. fewer medical incidents resulting from 
substandard playground conditions. "bullism· on the playground has dramatically decreased. and the new 
playgrounds have become an academic motivator for most elementary students. Parents and grandparents 
are now engaged and spending time with their children/grandchildren on these new playgrounds, which is 
something that did not occur In the past prior to this 2001 program being initialed. 

4 . Did this project result in new models of public/private partnership? Are there aspects of this 
project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? The new model perhaps is 
one where a public school "partners" with a public Institution of higher education, along with several private 
foundations and cooperative businesses, as well as, multiple mayoral agencies for the City and County or 
Denver, to form "an alliance•· that becomes a "win-win" partnership for the city's elementary school-aged 
children and neighborhoods in general. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? There really is 
no "least• successful aspect of this project as there is really no other project this detailed and complex 
elsewhere in the country. The most successful aspect of this project is two-fold. First, 11 brings the school 
and community together which is in the best interest of our children. Secondly, il has created a 
public/private partnership that is dynamically revolutionary as it truly serves the community al large on 
multiple levels. 
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Organization: Denver Public Schools Telephone: (303) 575-4082 
Address: 2800 W. ?'hAve City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80204 
Fax: (303) 575- 04 E-mail: onald_Moonjr@dpsk12.org 

Signature: 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements 
made of this project by your agency (e.g., zoning, public, participation, public benefits, impact 
statement). 

Learning Landscape play environments started in 1999 with a single prototype school that like 
older schools in the Denver Public Schools District had a variety of antiquated and more modern 
equipment that was in generally safe condition. This equipment however did little to meet the 
physical and mental development needs of contemporary children. In addition this equipment was 
located in the middle of a rather hostile environment of a combination of asphalt and gravel 
outside of the school building. Schools had individually made attempts to upgrade the fifty year 
old plus equipment with new products that were funded by fund-raisers. 

For the Grounds Department, this environment was difficult and regularly impossible to maintain 
due to unavailable parts, poor quality and inappropriate equipment and inaccessible equipment 
for disabled children. 

The prototype school provided proof that a superior product was achievable with planning and 
coordination of all responsible agencies. The Grounds Department saw this program as an 
opportunity to redevelop the District's playgrounds and activities fields in a coordinated manner 
that assured that all responsible parties had input at the proper points in order to create an 
environment that fu lfilled the needs of education, maintenance and most importantly the students. 

The requirements that the Grounds Department required of the program were the following: 

1. A standardized type of play equipment that was to be used on all District 
sites. 

2. Play equipment that had a minimum twenty-five year life. 
3. Play equipment that met all of the current National Playground Safety 

Guidelines. 
4. Play equipment that met all of the current requirements of the Americans with 

Disabilities Act. 
5. Play equipment that provided age appropriate activities for all students 
6. An outside environment that was easy to access and maintain by 

maintenance personnel. 
7. Assured that the site, equipment and facilities were safe and secure for 

students, staff and public. 
8. All plans, equipment and vendors were acceptable to the Grounds 

Department mission. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were 
required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 

The great part about Learning Landscape Program is that it just doesn't impact the District's 
facilities. Because DPS sites are opened year round to the public during non-school hours, 
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neighbor children and adults use these sites for after-hours play and entertainment. In a sense, 
the playgrounds are mini-parks for the neighborhood. Secondly, since these projects included the 
neighborhood, community groups and municipal agencies, there is an ownership and community 
pride that develops and continues well after the project has been completed. 

Since these projects included non-maintenance and Non-District personnel in the decision 
making process during the design process, it was necessary for the Grounds Department to be 
flexible in it's maintenance based needs. Because this program also incorporated a student 
based design component it was also necessary for everyone, including the Grounds Staff, to think 
"out of the box". 

3.Describe the project's impact on your community? Please be as specific as possible? 

As the result of many years of court enforced busing of District students, many neighborhoods 
lost contact with their local schools. With the end of busing and the return of truly neighborhood 
schools Learning Landscapes allowed the local community to become a part of the revitalization 
of the neighborhood school. These partnerships result in a sense of ownership, which translates 
into community pride for the neighborhood school. The end result of the ownership is the more 
active volunteering of time and active oversight of the site. Specifically, when there is a need for 
help to get a project completed there is a much greater response from all parts of the community 
and the amount of vandalism occurring on sites has decreased due to the oversight by the 
community. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnership? Are there aspects of this 
project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 

The partnerships that have been created with the community, public agencies, private 
foundations and private enterprise should be a model for other public organizations that find 
themselves in position of needing to upgrade existing facilities. This program has given Denver 
Public Schools the greatest "bang for the buck" where bucks were a major limiting factor. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspect of Learning Landscapes is the end product(s) that included a 
revitalized site that maximizes the strengths of the site and community to provide a vital 
component of a dynamic learning environment for Denver Public Schools students. 

The least successful aspect of the program is probably not a failure, but in fact a success. There 
has been the occasional problem with the redesign of a site component that has not worked out. 
When this has occurred it has required additional resources to correct the problem. These 
problems have been few and far between due to the number of persons involved in the design 
and review process. 
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1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements 
made of this project by your agency (e.g., zoning, public, participation, public benefits, impact 
statement). 

The Learning Landscape Alliance was initiated to provide an initial outdoor learning environment 
to our elementary school students. The DPS playground sites became the perfect medium in 
which to create these outdoor learning environments, as well as learning landscapes; since the 
existing playground sites were not conducive for enrichment of our students' potential to learn 
and imagine through various play activities. Through the joint effort between DPS and the 
University of Colorado at Denver (UCO), graduate students have joined with our elementary 
school's staff, and community members to develop an overall exterior site "space utilization" 
master plan. The vision would then be utilized, as funding becomes available, to develop these 
sites towards the overall site plan. 

• Once funding is approved, DPS assigns a project manager to oversee contracting, 
construction and budget. 

• Final designs are scrutinized to meet DPS, ADA and all applicable educational standards. 
• Oversees the coordination of community/volunteer build days. 
• Celebrates ground breaking with a ceremony. Celebrates conclusion of site development 

with a dedication ceremony. 
• Maintains completed facility. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were 
required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 

The project benefits our inner-city students most. Turning playgrounds that were once baron and 
unattractive. into aesthetically pleasing havens of joy and laughter. The transformation of these 
sites has been downright magical: student referrals to the office for unruly behavior are down; 
communities are now utilizing these playgrounds after school as they offer safe places to play; 
and most importantly, the educational benefit built into every playground component allows the 
children to learn while at play. 

By addressing the lack of greenery and soft-scape at these elementary school playground sites, 
we were able to aid the city in their quest to provide more open park space for the community. 

3.Describe the project's impact on your community? Please be as specific as possible? 

Through conversations with principals who have benefited from the Learning Landscape Alliance 
playgrounds, the following has been noted: 



• 

• School playgrounds are now being utilized for play after school. 
• Summertime programs are taking advantage of these sites because the children have a 

place to release bottled up energy to allow for more effective learning. 
• Parental, community support has increased in the educating of students. 
• Unruly student reports are down 
• A variety of exercise equipment allows for muscular development. 
• New safety guidelines are enforced to allow for safe fall zones. 
• Community has taken a vested interest in upkeep of equipment and sod. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnership? Are there aspects of this 
project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 

The Learning Landscape Alliance program is a successful model to copy for other public and 
private partnerships in establishing playgrounds for urban areas. In funneling support from 
a K-12 school district, a university, a large city government, private foundations, corporations, and 
donors towards the development of playgrounds has proven a win-win for the supporters, the 
local governments, and the end-user. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspects of this program are: 

• The positive affect the program has on the children 
• Involvement of citizens in their communities and schools 
• The ability to bridge the needs of the community with public and private partnerships 

The least successful aspects of the program are: 

• The required coordination and project management hours involved 
• The need to mobilize at a moments notice 

However, the challenges associated with upgrading our playground facilities have proven well 
worth their time and costs. Children playing, laughing, and running on grass fields is the most 
profound gift, outside of a quality education, we can offer to the children. 
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 

Name: Gene Bressler Title: Professor and Department Chair 
Organization: Dept. of Landscape Arch. Telephone:303.556.6516 
Address: Univ. of Colorado City/State/Zip:Denver, CO 80217-3364 

PO Box 173364 
CB 126 

Fax: 303.556.3687 E-mail:gene.bressler@cudenver.edu 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements 
made of this project by your agency (e.g., zoning, public, participation, public benefits, impact 
statement). 
The Department of Landscape Architecture provided the faculty (Lois Brink) and graduate 
students who directed the Learning Landscapes program, designed numerous master 
plans for the schools, researched appropriate design installation materials and details, 
and coordinated project installation and construction with contractors, the school district, 
and the city. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were 
required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 
It was intended to enhance the ability of children to learn within the context of a creative, 
safe, stimulation and beautiful school ground and playground. 

3.Describe the project's impact on your community? Please be as specific as possible? 
The project's positive outcomes are documented in many news stories. The University 
community has earned a credible position within the larger external community as a result 
of the Learning Landscape's outcomes. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnership? Are there aspects of this 
project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 
Yes. This project's successful outcome is attributed to the Denver Public Schools, 
University of Colorado at Denver, and city partnership as well as with the support of 
private foundations, sponsors and individuals. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 
Most Successful: 

Construction and several Learning Landscape projects to the benefit of Denver 
Public Schools children, faculty, and parents, and the larger community 
Installation of community and personal pride in each of the Learning 
Landscapes projects. 
Building of a strong town-gown relationship among the University of Colorado 
at Denver, Denver Public Schools, and City stakeholders. Also the building of 
trust , " Can do", and " Let's get to work" attitudes. 
The experiences and skills learned by the University of Colorado at Denver 
graduate students gained in the process of producing Learning Lancscapes. 

Least Successful: ??? 
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Name: Patricia O'Leary Title: Dean, College of Arch. And Plan. 
Organization: Univ. Of Colorado at Denver Telephone: 303-556-6029 
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1. What role did your agency (university) play in the development of this project? Describe 
any requirements made of this project by your agency (e.g., zoning, public, participation, 
public benefits, impact statement). 

This project was initiated by Assoc Professor Brink. It is a service-learning project undertaken 
within the Department of Landscape Architecture in the College of Architecture and Planning at 
the University of Colorado at Denver. Professor Brink and her students have had primary 
responsibility in designing and building of these projects. Most impressive is the ongoing 
commitment of Professor Brink and her students. The scale of this project, currently beginning its 
third year, is noteworthy. This team has addressed 16 sites and have the determination and 
staying power to develop new outdoor learning spaces for an additional 65 schools. 

Her University affiliation bolstered this effort, assuring its integrity. The College and Campus 
have provided considerable financial support. The project is especially effective because it 
encourages disparate groups to work together. Without Professor Brink and her students the 
implementation of this project could not have succeeded. This work has had an important and 
favorable impact on the curriculum in Landscape Architecture. It is emblematic of our growing 
commitment to "design-build" learning projects. The College currently offers a design-build 
certificate. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises 
were required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 

The outcomes for the students and the use of outdoor learning environments are clearly 
important attributes of this learning experience. Lois's hope and that of her sponsors is that this 
interesting project will instill a greater sense of community pride and ownership, and that this will 
in turn elevate the learning "culture" at involved schools. And this, in turn, may help reduce 
stress, and attendant vandalism while improving the quality of life in adjoining neighborhoods. 

The College has had to bend to accommodate this project in several ways. We had to employ 
honorarium instructors during the period of Lois' engagement with this effort. Further, we had to 
calibrate the period of student involvement to the projects' construction schedules. But the 
College has also benefited in numerous ways as a result of her involvement. For example, the 
challenge of validating a non-traditional research effort has favorably impacted the Landscape 
Architecture Program. 

3.Describe the project's impact on your community? Please be as specific as possible? 

It has provided very important results for the involved communities and has generated new 
insights and approaches that may well become a model for other school districts and 
communities elsewhere across the nation. It has reinforced our on-going commitment to service 
learning projects. Lois's emphasis on post-occupancy evaluation has lent further credibility to the 
overall effort. 
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4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnership? Are there aspects of 
this project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 

Yes. This is a collaboration involving the City of Denver/Denver Public Schools and the 
University of Colorado at Denver. To my knowledge these three partners had not previously 
worked in tandem. Of course, our College has a long tradition for community out-reach, one 
manifested in the activities of each of our several academic departments. The establishment of 
this program has helped built a trustful relationship among these partners. Future collaborations 
will quite possibly be easier to establish as a result. Many schools across the country are building 
playgrounds for their communities. To my knowledge, however, none has been as ambitious. In 
order for this experience to be shared with others across the nation, it would be advantageous 
were Lois to undertake to document her work and to make this documentation available to others. 
Recognition of Professor Brink's accomplishment will highlight her constructive achievement and 
encourage other College such as ours to become more involved with service learning and 
research. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspect is the tangible result of the playground and its influence on children, 
their capacity and inclination to learn, and their general deportment in a school setting. Certainly 
there is always room further to perfect any such approach as this. But given the constraints of 
this effort, both financial and institutional, I would have to conclude that it has been a remarkable 
success story. Our College is delighted to have assisted in this vital effort, and believe the 
Professor Brink has provided an outstanding contribution, one that should be emulated 
elsewhere. 
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1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements 
made of this project by your agency (e.g., zoning, public, participation, public benefits, impact 
statement). 
The City provided substantial funding towards the construction costs of Learning Landscapes in 
Denver's Focus Neighborhoods. Focus Neighborhoods are those with the highest rates of 
poverty within the City of Denver. Community participation in the planning and development was 
a key requirement requested by the City in order to provide funding. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were 
required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 
The project benefited the City by serving low to moderate-income areas with a neighborhood 
playground. A condition for City funding requires that the school playgrounds be open and 
available to serve the surrounding urban areas as community playgrounds during the after school 
hours and on weekends. 

3.Describe the project's impact on your community? Please be as specific as possible? 
The project has allowed for community unification. Schools were required to reach out to the 
parents of their students and to their surrounding neighborhood in order to garner resident 
participation in the planning, development and construction of the Learning Landscape projects. 
Resident participation allowed for residents to interact, build cohesion and neighborhood pride as 
well as to hold a stake in the playground and take ownership of it. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnership? Are there aspects of this 
project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 
This project is a model that still requires some development and fine-tuning but is a great step in 
the direction towards the partnering of private, public and non-profit entities in order to benefit 
children, especially children from areas with high poverty rates. Our innovative partnership; 
between Denver Public Schools, neighborhood residents, Denver City government and 
organizations like the Gates Foundation and the Denver Broncos football club is a model to build 
upon and develop. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 
The most successful aspect is the benefit to the children and families of the Focus 
Neighborhoods. They now have modern, safe playgrounds to be utilized by both the students 
and neighborhood families. Neighborhood unification, family bonding, neighborhood pride and an 
increase in communication between the schools and residents are a positive result. 
If there is a least successful aspect, it is solely the finding that we are unable to provide all of 
Denver's children with state of the art playgrounds. The challenge, now, is to garner funds to 
move in that direction and meet our objectives of providing a safe place for Denver's children to 
play. 
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1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements 
made of this project by your agency (e.g., zoning, public, participation, public benefits, impact 
statement). 

Denver Parks and Recreation has been a partner in the Learning Landscapes in three roles: 1) overall 
master and strategic planning to ensure that school projects also serve as community parks in 
neighborhoods needing them, 2) working with the students to help critique projects, and 3) as a reviewer 
and conduit for state funding. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were 
required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 

The Learning Landscape Project has benefited children and families across the city dramatically. The 
project has totally transforming outdated, unstimulating school yards into living, curriculum based 
landscapes. The benefits include extending the school/learning environment into the outdoors, providing 
this large public school system with additional, innovative school space. DPS, like other urban school 
districts, struggles to improve classroom opportunities, improve skill levels and proficiency. In addition, 
these Learning Landscapes are identified in Denver Parks and Recreation current long-term strategic plan, 
the Game Plan, as essential community parks, especially in poorer, older neighborhoods that lack open 
space. Denver Parks and Recreation worked with the other partners to identify schools and communities 
for the projects. 

3.Describe the project's impact on your community? Please be as specific as possible. 
Some of Denver's oldest, poorest neighborhoods, such as the industrial Globeville neighborhood, lack 
community park land. Their elementary school, Garden Place, had a playground dating to 1912 and pea 
gravel. It now has turfplaying fields, three grade appropriate play structures, artwork, and asphalt game 
areas. That experience has been repeated in many other urban Denver neighborhoods. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnership? Are there aspects of this 
project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 

Definitely. This was instigated by the University of Denver Landscape Architecture Program staff who 
saw a need, created a grassroots drive, involved a major Colorado foundation, and the City and County of 
Denver. A small group ofdedicated people have created a strong partnership, raising considerable funds, 
and getting large, bureaucratic organizations to work together. It illustrates, especially, the very strong and 
active role that an academic institution can have in a community---not only preparing and teaching students 
but dramatically changing the fabric of the city for the better at the same time. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

I think the most successful is the imaginative nature of each Learning Landscape, the heavy involvement of 
the community ( even in non community based schools), the grassroots networks that result from each 
project, and the obvious learning opportunities and joy of the students and teachers and neighbors. The 
least successful, improving over time, aspects would be the difficulties of coordinating a number of 
agencies, all of whom have a role in the design and construction of the site (including volunteer efforts), the 
consistency and durability of the designs. 
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Name: Lois A. Brink Title: Associate Professor 
Telephone: 303-322-8689 / 720-939-5194 
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1.Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design consideration, 
choice of materials, scale, etc. 

Architects, too, need to be alert to the myriad ofdesign possibilities they possess 
which can help to marry the world ofeducation with the world ofarchitecture and 
make the learning environment an active not passive set ofspaces. 

Taylor 1993 
How we structure space is deeply rooted in fragmentary experiences-nature versus urban-child versus 
adult-education versus play. During the past ten years an interdisciplinary-ripple effect in education, 
sociology and environmentalism has coalesced around the value of school grounds as an urban 
experience well suited for a multi-faceted contemporary existence. It is the goal of the learning landscape 
project to reinvent the playground as common ground that mutually respects issues of aesthetics, 
maintenance, safety, recreation, and education. 

A key aspect of the design is integrating research, design theory, social and behavioral theories and 
contemporary use of materials. Research has proven that conflicts occur between the desires of children 
and the disdain of adults in the construction of playgrounds. As example, previous loose parts and 
adventure playgrounds successfully created challenging and inventive places only to have complaints of 
maintenance and visual appearance result in yet another failed playground idea. Therefore 
inventiveness and the exploration of non-traditional design elements area vital part of this project. 

Each school has an aesthetic ordering system unique to itself, that celebrates either a cultural, 
historical, environmental or educational aspect of the school and its community, such as the north 
star and the pattern it creates as ii moves across the northern hemisphere, or the ancient Aztec 
culture and its games such as patoli and eye ball, or the Navajo word of "nilch'i' which means 
"Holy Wind," encompassing the whole body of the air and atmosphere, including the air when in 
motion as well as the air that swirls within us, granting us our capacity for conscious thought. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

The modern American family unit is different now than ii was 50 years ago-when most of 
Denver's current playgrounds were built. Children in urban environments had greater freedom to 
move about and explore unprogrammed places. Violence has a greater presence in our society 
and children have less freedom because of it. Additionally, there are a greater number of children 
watching children as both parents and single parents work. The result is that children stay 
indoors more-they watch television or play on the computer. The learning landscape project has 
responded to these changing demographics by creating a safe haven where children can play 
and explore. Unprogrammed "wild places" are a key component for children to experience the 
"slow wonder" of our natural world and are an integral part of these projects. 

Secondly, these design are multi-generational-unlike many parks-providing activities and 
gathering place for all generations. It is important to have early childhood playgrounds proximate 
to basketball courts. Older siblings or teenage parents need places to gather in eyesight of 
younger children. Older grandparents need a shade structure for respite from the sun while they 
watch grandchildren. 
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3.Describe the major challenge or designing this project and any design trade-offs or 
compromises required to complete the project. 

The major challenge to this project is also its greatest attribute and that is maintaining the 
project's rhythm with so many different groups. Design flexibility is essential and allowing the 
design to evolve as it moves from research/planning to design and to implementation. To many 
this would be the greatest design challenge or trade off, letting go and surrendering to the 
concept that a design is a catalyst for change and not a fixed solution. For me it is the project's 
greatest strength. 

4. Describe the way in which the project relates to its urban context. 

American cities have suffered from single use zoning and programming. Streets are for cars, 
schools are for children and public spaces must be maintained by public entities. The learning 
landscape projects challenge these precepts by realizing that the health and sustainability of 
urban space requires diversity. The urban context for each site is considered at the design level. 
Does the neighborhood need a landmark? Where should the community gateways be? What is 
the architecture of the community and should it be reinforced in the design? How has the site 
urbanized and is there a narrative that should be revealed through the design? 

5. Describe the strengths and weaknesses of the project's design and architecture. 

The strength of this project's design is a process that breeds ownership through originality. The 
children's artwork and local artist's work are the strongest parts of the design. Another strength 
is the ambiguous design elements that fulfill a child's need for creative play and yet pass the 
litmus test for adults to gather. 

Even though the design embraces the idea that these places are public and communal the reality 
is that during school hours the use is limited to the school children. 
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1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? 

Over the past two years, our firm has been the Landscape Architect ofRecord for seven Learning 
Landscape Projects. These projects are: 

Swansea Elementary 
Smedley Elementary 
Fairmont Elementary 
Cowell Elementary 
Smith Elementary 
Crofton Elementary 
Munroe Elementary 

During graduate school we designed and worked on the installation of two school projects. 
These projects are: 

Garden Place Elementary 
Knapp Elementary 

Our role in these projects has been diverse. We have provided traditional landscape architectural 
services such as design, construction documentation, specification preparation, contract 
administration and coordination ofconsultants. We have also worked with the graduate students 
at the University of Colorado at Denver (UCO) within their studios giving desk critiques, providing 
feedback regarding design development drawing preparation, and attending jury exhiMs. 

We have coordinated and run volunteer build days. We have directed workshops with 
elementary school children to listen to their ideas on what a playground could be and to teach 
them about the field ofLandscape Architecture. We have worked with teachers to implement 
their curricular ideas in the landscape and have shown them how the landscape can be a tool for 
their teaching. 

We have taught the community how to plant trees, lay sod, and plant perennials. 

2. From your perspective, how was the project intended to benefit the urban environment? 

The Learning Landscape Alliance has manifested a hierarchical shift in school as civic place. By 
creating a well designed and pleasing school yard, we are giving the school a setting appropriate 
for a place oflearning. This represents to the neighborhood and the children attending the school 
that the school and the campus are important and that important work is done here. Also, by 
creating a park-like setting, the neighborhood has a resource for recreation and gathering that 
has been absent. Not only is this a space for the community, it is a space created by the 
community through volunteer build days. 
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3. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The collective nature of the projects brings a wide variety and number ofpeople together who 
might otherwise never meet. For example, local and community artists confer with elementary 
school students; volunteer days unite parents, teachers, university professors, and landscape 
architects; contractors, community businesses, and parents work together on art and tree 
installations. This collaborative model not only benefits the building ofeach playground, but also 
creates genuine community. 

4. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How 
did your organization participate in making them? 

So far we have had to make design compromises due to safety concerns, sustainability and 
budget concerns. In discussions with Denver Public Schools Safety and Security personnel and 
Denver Public Schools Facilities supervisors we heard concerns in regards to safety and 
maintenance resulting in re-designing elements that concerned them. 

Budget is always a concern. Most times we need to phase the plan in such a way that we can 
come back and install other elements at a later time. The first phase is always core construe/ion. 
The later phases are, for example, plantings, art/curricular pieces and additional play equipment. 

5. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? 

These projects are designed and built in a non-traditional manner, which gives ourprofession the 
opportunity to "think out side the box." Working with the graduate students at UCO allows our 
profession to stay in touch with the theoretical and "up and coming" ideas from academia. By 
working with communities in building these sites we have gotten out of the office and into the field 
to meet the people who use our designs on a daily basis. In essence, truly understanding our 
client and their needs. 

6. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

One of the least successful aspects of this project is the scarcity of funds. When a project needs 
to be phased, the result is an incomplete site. The momentum to raise more funds and rally the 
community to finish seemingly unnecessary elements is hard to create once most of the site is 
functionally finished. Although the site seems finished, many smaller artistic and curricular 
elements get left out. 

The most successful aspect of this project is the people involved to move the concept forward. 
The dedication they bring to these projects in raising funds, rallying the community, and building 
these projects is phenomenal. This grass roots approach to filling a need where funding and 
foresight are lacking in most communities and school districts is amazing. Their constant rallying 
and faith have moved this project from one or two schools a year to an amazing five orsix 
schools a year, building not only playgrounds/parks but community as well. 
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1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? 
The Center for Research Strategies served as the evaluator for the Learning Landscapes project 
in 2002. 

2. From your perspective, how was the project intended to benefit the urban environment? 
By enhancing the aesthetic and functional quality of playgrounds for participating inner city 
schools 

3. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 
Preliminary results from the evaluation suggest that the impacts of this project lie in a number of 
different areas: safety, improved socialization, improved academic opportunities, improved 
academic performance, community involvement in the school and community ownership. These 
findings are based on interviews with principals at 9 participating schools, teacher surveys, focus 
groups with students and community surveys. Despite the fact that the playgrounds have only 
recently been installed in some school environments, the response to them has been 
overwhelmingly positive, particularly given that they replaced playgrounds that consisted of hard 
asphalt surfaces, were devoid of play equipment and represented safety hazards for children. 

4. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How 
did your organization participate in making them? 
As the evaluator, we were not involved in the development of the project. We do have 
documentation of community involvement and collaboration at each of the participating school 
sites. 

5. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? 
The results of the evaluation point up the contribution that improved playground areas can make 
to student behavior and student learning, providing as they do enhanced play opportunities and 
an increased readiness to learn. 

6. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 
The most successful aspect of the project is the level of community sponsorship and collaboration 
that has served as a foundation for playground development and implementation. The least 
successful aspect has been the difficulty overcoming severe water shortages in Denver and 
Colorado more generally. 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Name: Dr. Diana D. Howard Title: Principal 
Organization: Crofton Elementary School Telephone: 303-292-4629 
Address: 2409 Arapahoe Street City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80205 
FAX: 303-764-7704 E-Mail: diana howard@dpsk12.org 

Signature: ~ 
1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What 
role did you play? 

As an aged school building needing to transform a flat, uninteresting play area, we 
petitioned to be part of a collaborative Learning Landscape Program through the 
University of Colorado at Denver and our district, Denver Public Schools. As the 
principal, I wrote the original petition, formed a parent planning committee, met 
throughout the project with our student architects, arranged for students to work with the 
architects, scheduled parent work days and worked along with the parents in laying 
sod/filling play pits with fiber and spearheaded the fund raising campaign that made it 
possible for us to be a part of this program. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 
Crofton is located in an urban, inner city area. It houses a new magnet school for highly 
gifted and high achieving students living in the inner city. Students are involved in 
engaging learning projects linking them with the larger world. Transforming the 
playground into an artistic, child-centered space seemed an exciting way to involve them 
in a real-life project of real importance. They worked with architects on the design, 
helped raise funds and assisted with the labor on workdays. Major issues were designing 
the playground around a space theme (we are the Polaris Program), selecting play 
equipment appropriate for older students, and designing art elements to enhance the 
entire space. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? 
How did your organization participate in making them? 
Our parent planning committee worked closely with the university personnel and 
architects on every detail of the playground. Small adaptations were required to fit 
everything into the budget, but no major changes were made. Parents were needed to 
do both the laying of sod on the field and the moving of mountains of mulch into the play 
pits to keep the project within budget restraints, and they willingly turned out on those 
workdays. 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 
This playground helps transform a bleak neighborhood, providing a beautiful park for 
local residents when school is not in session. Although this is not a neighborhood school, 
neighborhood groups were informed of the project, and also joined us on workdays. Our 
school is situated between three major homeless shelters and in a commercial area. It 
has mixed-income housing being built on two sides, thus a park with green space, 
children's murals, mosaic chess tables and intriguing play equipment will be a major gift 
to those living nearby. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or development process you went through? 
No. We worked collaboratively as a school, a community and a planning committee. The 
children were involved in the planning and implementation of elements of the playground, 
and have been so excited to see the space transformed. Our parent community, though 
far from affluent, gave sacrificially to raise the needed funds and/or gave of their labor 
when asked. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Name: Robert Pietruszewski Title: Artist 
Organization: Visualidea Telephone: 303 477-4455 
Address: 3126 Stuart Street City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80212 
Fax: E-mail: bob@visualidea.com 

Signature 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? 

What role did you play? The development committee recruited me to submit a proposal for 
sculptural enhancements to the project. My proposal was reviewed and accepted as a part of the 
overall design. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

It was important to integrate the site design into the existing structures while maintaining a 
context to the neighborhood and enhancing the community resources by providing appropriate 
access to the redeveloped area. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How 
did your organization participate in making them? 

One trade-off involved open community access to the redeveloped area balanced against 
security during school hours of operation. 

I am obviating perceptions of enclosure by working with the students to create sculptures that 
reach out visually beyond the redeveloped area and into the community. These sculptures will 
serve as one of the many visual invitations created in the project. 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

The project is adding a new dimensional sensibility to the community; it stands as a garden, 
meeting place, playground, art display and natural exploratorium. Combined, these elements 
serve to inspire and uplift and will improve the cultural and sensory aspects of the neighborhood. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through? 

I cannot think of any. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Name: Vicky Smith Title: Ceramic Artist 
Organization: Crofton Elementary School Parent Telephone: 303-320-8503 
Address: 2335 Dahlia Street City/State/Zip: Denver/CO/80207 
Fax: 303-320-8628 E-mail: 1onp@earthnet.net 

Signature: c/),,-i ~ Jf!/;(ktj,.,.__ 
1. How did your, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What 

role did you play? 

I first became involved when Dr. Howard, Crofton Elementary principal, asked for input 
on the playground from parents of students at Crofton. As a ceramic artist, I offered my 
services to do mosaic tiling with the students. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

The major issue as I saw it was access to the playground during non-school hours, 
however, the problem was rectified through the addition of a gateway through the west 
side of the playground to allow for easy access. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? 
How did your organization participate in making them? 

The trade offs and compromises often came down to budgetary issues. As an individual 
working artist it did not affect me that much as my budget request for mosaic tiling was a 
relatively small portion of that budget. Although l requested a minimal budget for labor, 
the bulk of the work I plan to do with the students will be volunteered time. 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? Is so, how? 

This project definitely improves the community by creating an interesting, interactive 
playground that is accessible to all during off-school hours. It also tremendously 
enhances the school which is quite aged by creating a great place for the students not 
only to play but also to learn. As a parent of a child that attends the school I am 
impressed by the complexity of the playground's design. The integration of the Polaris 
theme is well done and speaks to the needs of these gifted children. 

The overall environment is also enhanced by the addition of gardens and trees as well as 
artwork. The students that attend the school not only benefit from an exciting 
playground, but also from hands-on creation of artwork that is permanently installed on 
the grounds. This process in itself fosters a sense of pride, confidence, and ownership in 
the their new space. 

5. Would you charge anything about this project or the development process you went 
through? 

The only improvement in the process that I could suggest would be to begin construction 
during the summer so as to be less disruptive during the school year. 

mailto:1onp@earthnet.net
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Romero, Mary 

To: jendavanzo@hitmail.com 

Subject: Community Representative Perspective 

Name Dr. Mary Romero Title Principal 
Organization Colfax Elementary Telephone 303 623-6148 
Address 1526 Tennyson City/State/Zip Denver, Colorado 80204 
Fax 303 764-7580 E-mail Mary Romero@dspk12.org 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

Colfax School became involved in the learning landscape project through an application process from the 
DPS facility management department. I wrote a letter of interest to Mr. Mike Langley and before the year 
ended we got approved to participate in the reconstruction of our playground. Our school set up a committee 
to be involved in all aspects from planning to fundraising. We worked with CU Denver on the design of the 
master plan and numerous foundations, alumni and student fundraising. Meeting were held weekly on 
Tuesdays at 3:00 over a one year period. Colfax school sponsored two parent volunteer days to plant trees 
and shrubs, move mulch and lay bricks, other tasks were also accomplished. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

Unsafe playground. Limited access to the community due to lack of updated equipment and seating areas. 
Lack of funding was a major issue. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project: How did your 
organization participate in making them? 

Compromises included finding another area for recreation during lunch and before school. Many teachers 
sacrificed their lunch hour to assist with supervision at Sloan's Lake. The playground committee compromised 
a large amount of time to make this projects a reality. 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

Definitely a part of the community. Students are much happier and they have choices of areas to play. This 
was not the case before. We only had gravel and an outdated swing set. 

5. Would you charge anything about this project or the development process you went through? 

. The communication about the playground process could be improved, also a continuous 
update on the financial piece would be helpful. A final meeting to put closure should be 
a requirement. This would allow the school to know to what degree the goals were met. 

1p.auy~ 
Dr. Mary Romero 

I 1/26/02 
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Name: Tom Kaesemeyer Title: Executive Director 
Organization: Gates Family Foundation Telephone: 303-722-1881 
Address: 3575 Cherry Creek North Drive City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80209 
Fax: 303-698-9031 E-mail: tkaesemeyer@Gatesfamilyfoundation.org 

Signature: 

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? . Tom Kaesemeyer is a member 
of the Learning Landscape Alliance that serves as the coordinating organization for the 
LLA initiative. The Alliance provides coordination for fund raising, public relations, 
construction, long range planning etc. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as 
possible. The impact of the Initiative has been significant. To date, I 6 inner city school 
playgrounds have been built at a value of over $6 million. More important, more than 
9,000 school children have benefited from facilities along with an undetermined number 
of neighborhood families. Each community now has a safe, creative park in which to 
play. Finally, the 16 schools have reduced their discipline referrals, injuries to children 
and the vandalism to the schoolyard. The project, by using community volunteer labor, 
has helped to unite neighborhood and schools. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did 
you participate in making them? One of the major obstacles has been the lack of 
administrative support. As a result, the volunteer organization, the Learning Landscape 
Alliance, has had to coordinate all fundraising, oversee budget issues, deal with 
unforeseen circumstances, such as the recent drought in Colorado, and other 
unpredictable things that come up in the normal course with construction projects. 
Because of this, all of the direct participants - Denver Public School Facility 
Management personnel and University of Colorado personnel - have been stretched to 
the limit. The use of volunteers, while important to the success of the projects, has 
reduced the efficiency in scheduling, and, therefore, increased costs. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspect of this project? The most 
successful part of the project is getting all playgrounds constructed, which benefit both 
the school and the community as well as building a sense of community in the process. 
The most frustrating part of the project is the unknown level of resources that support the 
program. As a result, construction has to take place in phases until the Alliance is 
assured of commitments. If the Denver Public School district decides to add more 
resources in their next bond issue, that accomplishment will clearly be one of the major 
successes of the Learning Landscape Alliance. 

mailto:tkaesemeyer@Gatesfamilyfoundation.org
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Name: Justin Atherton-Wood Title: Teaching Asst. and Graduate Student 

Organization: Dept. of Landscape Telephone: 303-393-9674 
. "' - :~, ;. ,;; ' 

Architecture, University of Colorado at 
Denver 
Address: 2590 Albion St. City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80207 

Fax:none E-mail: athertonwood@yahoo.com 

(SEE ATTACHED PAGES 2 AND 3) 

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as 
specific as possible. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the 
project? Did you participate in making them? 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspect of this project? 

Justin Atherton-Wood The Learning Landscape Alliance, Denver, Colorado 
Other Perspective 2003 Rudy Brunner Award 

Page I 
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1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 
I have been working with Professor Lois Brink and the Leaming Landscape 
Alliance since August 2001 as a graduate student in the Department of 
Landscape Architecture at the University of Colorado at Denver. Last fall, in the 
master-planning seminar, I worked with parents, students, faculty and 
neighbors of McGlone Elementary, in Denver's Montbello neighborhood, 
developing a "master plan" for the renoVation·oftheir entire playground. My 
experience with that course was so inspiring that I took on developing another 
master plan with Edison Elementary over the winter break, outside of regular 
course work. During the following spring semester, I worked with Philips 
Elementary, located in my own neighborhood of Park Hill, to refine a master 
plan created by a previous student and create drawings from which a new 
playground could be built. One outcome of this design course was the invention 
of new urban places that meet the academic, social and physical needs of each 
school AND their surrounding community. One such place we invented at 
Philips, is the Dream Garden, a courtyard garden in the heart of the school 
grounds that honors the vision of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., while encouraging 
people to follow their own dreams and be free to dream big. 

Currently, I am work with Professor Brink as her teaching assistant in the 
master-planning seminar. This semester, we are further developing the master 
planning process, teaching students how to work with their elementary school 
communities to create a document that fully represents the needs, desires, 
aspirations and dreams of each school and translates this information into 
unique, multifaceted urban places that fulfill the educational, social and 
recreational needs for our neglected inner-city neighborhoods. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. 
Please be as specific as possible. 

Most importantly, this project has had a huge impact on the lives of the children 
of our city. Just in witnessing the transformation of my neighborhood's Philips 
Elementary ballfield from desert-like scorched earth to a grassy "Field of 
Dreams," I know that children feel more valued and neighborhoods feel more 
valued. And, this is just an example from one school. 

As a student participating in this project, the opportunity it provides me to make 
a significant difference in the neighborhood in which I live has been very 
empowering. Then, to take a step back, and look at the even bigger impact this 
program is having on the urban fabric of Denver, it is almost overwhelming. Not 
only are beautiful pockets of parks and playgrounds that celebrate children and 
creativity being created throughout the city, but neighborhoods are coming 
together on a grassroots level to demonstrate that these place are meaningful 
by participating in volunteer build days, raising thousands of dollars, and 
declaring these safe havens from drugs, violence and vandalism. And, the good 
news is that it's working! 

Justin Atherton-Wood The Learning Landscape Alliance, Denver, Colorado 
Other Perspective 2003 Rudy Brunner Award 
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3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of 
the project? Did you participate in making them? 

Most of the compromises I have observed while participating in this project 
have been as a result of budgetary constraints. As a student-designer, I 
typically have the luxury of being able to play with design ideas without many of 
the constraints of a budget. For this project, however, since we are dealing with 
real places and reasonable, ballpark ti'udgets, this "constraint" becomes an 
opportunity to develop unconventional, sustainable solutions to problems that 
conventional playground design often ignores. As designers, our charge is to 
distill these ideas to their essence so that they can be effectively translated 
from paper to built form, even when compromise is necessary. This project is 
great "real world" training for us in that ability. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspect of this 
project? 

It is difficult to pinpoint something that has not been successful with this project. 
We are, of course, always pushing ourselves to design places that fulfill more 
and more needs with fewer and fewer dollars, while creating memorable and 
engaging places. 

The level of community ownership that the Learning Landscape Alliance 
inspires ultimately determines the success and sustainability of each of these 
urban places. These playgrounds are a grassroots effort. The Alliance has 
embraced this notion of creating community ownership through volunteer 
builds, school-based fundraising and community art projects. Communities 
literally have to give something of themselves to have the honor of having these 
places built in their neighborhoods. In return, they are rewarded with the pride 
of knowing they have made a difference in the place in which they live and 
have contributed to the success of their children. 

Justin Atherton-Wood The Learning Landscape Alliance, Denver, Colorado 
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Name: Jennifer A. D'Avanzo Title: Landscape Architect/Alumni 
Organization: DesignOne Consultants, Inc. Telephone: (303) 669.9849 
Address: 1629 Clarkson St. #32 City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80218 
Fax: (303) 832.1999 E-mail: jdavanzo@d1s1.com 

Signatrf}vt,,4L}fM,~ 
1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

As a graduate student of landscape architecture at the University of Colorado - Denver I 
designed one of Crofton Elementary School's Learning Landscape. After graduation, May 2002, I 
continued to work for the Learning Landscape Program by writing grants and creating marketing 
tools. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as 
possible. 

The impact the project has had on my community is an amazing sense of pride and ownership for 
the playground. The community helped on volunteer build days and has made sure the 
playground is clean and safe. Crofton's is located in a transient part of downtown Denver 
surrounded by homeless shelters and industry. Since the project has begun construction, 
Summer 2002, the number of crimes on the playground has decreased as well as littering. 
Another impact it has on the community is that is serves as a park after school hours and on the 
weekends. Since there are not many parks in this neighborhood, the community now has a 
healthy and safe place to go as a family 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did 
you participate in making them? 

Trade-offs and compromises required during the development of the project mainly had to do with 
time and money. Time because I had to put in many hours of developing a plan, meeting with 
teachers, students, parents, and consultants while taking full load of courses during graduate 
school. As for money, I had to stay within a budget. As a team, we had to brainstorm ideas 
together, than I would work the details into an appropriate design, however if we were not within 
the budget, we had to compromise in order to keep the design effective. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspect of this project? 

The most successful aspect of this project is the collaboration of students, teachers, parents, and 
community working together toward a common goal to better improve the neighborhood as well 
as the city on a whole. Another successful aspect of the project comes from my personal opinion, 
this project exposed me to the profession of landscape architecture and urban renewal the way 
no other class did in my entire 3 years of graduate school. 

The least successful aspect of this project, I would say would have to be the fund-raising. I know 
this sounds unrealistic, but it seems as though some schools are not included in the fund-raising 
to date because they are not in the target neighborhoods. Every elementary school playground in 
Denver needs to be renovated into a Learning Landscape. 
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Name: Edward Kinney Title: Graduate Student LA 
Organization: University of Colorado Telephone: 720-941-5560 
Address: 1300 Race St. #4 City/State/Zip: 80206 
Fax: E- ail: edwardkinney@hotmail.com 

1. What role did yo in the development · ct? 
Essentially, I played two rolls in this project. Primarily, as a graduate student of Lois 

Brink's, I designed one of several Leaming Landscape sites. Secondarily, as an employee of the 
University of Colorado under Lois Brink, I assisted in the development and follow-through of 
those designs into built works. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the community. Please be as specific as 
possible. 

Through the use of public school grounds the Leaming Landscape Alliance builds 
educational parks in under-privileged neighborhoods. Public works in forgotten neighborhoods 
enhance the esteem and sense of uniqueness that a community feels. Neighbors meet one 
another through volunteer efforts. Local and minority owned businesses are employed. 
Scholastic scores improve while disciplinary incidents lower. Elementary students, because they 
are engaged in the design process itself, become partners in the community being built around 
them. This fosters within them a sense of home, ensuring a tight-knit, safe, and productive 
environment in which to grow up. 

Furthermore, because of the involvement of college students in the design process, this 
program introduces the next generation of business owners, designers, and community leaders 
to the lower-income, marginalized, neighborhoods of Denver. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did 
you participate in making them? 

It is said that the sign of a good compromise is that no one is happy. With the Learning 
Landscape, everyone is happy. The only compromises that were made were made because of a 
lack of funds. As a designer, I have created the potential for a beautiful, educational, and 
productive place for children and community. The lack of money has kept the final product less 
than perfect- though the children don't mind, they should have better. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspect of this project? 
The most successful aspect of this project is the revitalization of many, many Denver 

neighborhoods. There is no other project in this city that gets university students, elementary 
students, architects, educators, and politicians, talking to one another and working towards a 
common goal. That goal is nothing less than the betterment of a community through the 

mailto:edwardkinney@hotmail.com


betterment of several thousand children's environments. 
A system is only as strong as its weakest part. For the Learning Landscape Alliance the 

weakest part of the operation is the speed at which it proceeds. Although five to seven schools 
are renovated per year, there are several dozens more to go and communities in dire need. 
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Name: Kenneth Gaipa Title: Program Director 
Organization: Peer-I Therapeutic Community Telephone: 303 761-2885 
Address: 3762 W. Princeton Circle, City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80236 
Fax: 303 761-1450 E-mail:Ken.Gaipa@UCHSC.edu 
Signature: -;1'J,.,1,,.,ullt J~y,-c--
1.What role did you play in the development of this project? 

The Peer-I program did not have a direct role in the development of this project. However, some 
of the planning involved in this project depended upon a certainty that the Peer-I program would 
be able provide sufficient volunteers over a period of time to help achieve project objectives. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as 
possible. 

Throughout the year, Peer-I clients are involved in numerous local projects, which offers them an 
opportunity to "give back" to the community. In the past, as a result of prior substance abuse, 
many of our clients have had a negative impact on their communities in which they resided. 
Community projects has been helpful in assisting clients to feel more positive about themselves, 
their contributions (making amends), as well as fostering positive relations among our residents 
and the society at large. In addition, community enhancements have helped beautify and 
revitalize aspects of the community. In addition, these projects assist our clients as they transition 
back to community living and feel more connected to the community at large. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did 
you participate in making them? 

In regards to trade-offs or compromises, the Peer-I program had to make internal program 
adjustments (scheduling). This minor program adjustment was well worth the effort in comparison 
to the overall value of the project for both the community and the Peer-I clientele. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspect of this project? 

In reviewing the project in retrospect, the project was extremely successful. The Peer-I clients 
were extremely delighted in their efforts on behalf of others and they were appreciative of the 
support and recognition they received. Community involvement and the notion of Mgiving back" or 
making amends is a vital part of the rehabilitative process. 

mailto:E-mail:Ken.Gaipa@UCHSC.edu


OTHER PERSPECTIVE 

Name: Allen Balczarek 
Organization: Denver Public Schools 
Address: 900 Grant Street 
Fax: 303764-3892 

Title: General Obligation Bon Manager 
Telephone: 303 764-3640 
City/Slate/Zip: Denver 80203 
E-mail: allen_balczarek@dpsk12.org 

Signature: l2t..£..__ i/. ~~-----

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

My position is with the Department of Research, Planning and Special Programs. We have the 
responsibility of providing any data for use in student achievement, graduation rates, projections 
for growth and enrollment, and program evaluation. We also review significant programs that may 
impact the learning environment or improve student achievement through new programs or other 
efforts that support the mission of Denver Public Schools. 

Personally, I have been involved with the on going planning and evaluation of the Learning 
Landscapes project. Additionally, I have been reviewing the data that has been generated 
through the designated schools that have participated in the project. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as 
possible. 

I believe that the impact of Learning Landscapes project has significantly demonstrated that a 
school community consisting of residents, teachers and students can take pride in the restoration, 
ownership and maintenance of a former space that was not conducive to a positive learning 
environment. Each of the above groups has benefited in ways that that have inspired pride and 
respect for the school community along with the schools affected becoming an invigorated 
showcase for the neighborhood. 

Specifically, there are many positive indicators that the District can directly point to that are 
measurable. Beginning with the school community, the scope each Learning Landscape project 
is heavily dependent upon volunteer labor to physically do a large portion of the work. This work 
has shown the immediate benefit of creating a personal commitment through volunteer labor and 
an ownership in the upkeep and in the monitoring of the grounds after the projects have been 
completed. The communities affected have also become a self-appointed neighborhood watch 
program that has reduced vandalism and the defacing of school property. 

Data from the schools are beginning to show a positive trend in the behavior of students on the 
school grounds and in the classroom as well. Before the Learning Landscapes were initiated, the 
number of incidents for fighting, bullying or other negative behaviors was at levels that 
unacceptable for all schools. Universally, that documented data has shown a decline in the 
reported incidents for negative behaviors following completion of a Learning Landscape. 
Constructive play and environmental engagement have essentially replaced the previous 
patterns. This according to teachers has translated to calmer students as they transition from the 
outside to the inside of the building. Teachers indicate that this is a major environmental change 
that can positively affect learning for all students. 

Will this change result in an overall gain in achievement of all students? While the District is not 
making that claim, we do feel that it is an important factor in the total educational process for all 
Denver Public Schools' students. 

mailto:allen_balczarek@dpsk12.org


3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did 
you participate in making them? 

Each of the Learning Landscape projects is specifically designed to meet the needs of that school 
in relation to the space available and the budget associated with it. Conceptually, all school 
received the same project elements, but there were some site limitations that impacted the design 
and the budget. As a result, some trade-offs were made to accommodate particular conditions of 
each Learning Landscape. · 

The decisions made were in cooperation with the District's Executive Director, the University of 
Colorado coordinator of the program, the Gates Foundation and the other Alliance partners. I 
believe that trade-offs made were primarily a time sequence and project completion date rather 
than a reduction in the intent and scope of the project. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspect of this project? 

The most successful part of the project is the incredible partnership that has developed with the 
University of Colorado, the City and County of Denver, the Gates Foundation and all the other 
members of the Learning Landscape Alliance. The sponsors of each of the projects and the 
connections established to the communities will also foster lasting relationships that the District in 
particular values. 

The least successful aspect of the project {if there is one) is the fact that we could not 
accommodate all the requests made by the focus schools identified as projects. Many, perhaps 
were anticipating a quicker response from the Alliance to get them on a schedule. This high level 
of interest has strained the financial and volunteer resources available plus the capacity of the 
Alliance to respond. 
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Assembling playground equipment Making a difference and having fun! 
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"Wf? shape our buildings, thereafter, they shape us." 
Winston Churchill 

• " 6686:001, Wed. 8:30-11 :15 a.m. \ ...., 
>fessor Lois Brink 

Open to Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Planning Students 
Fall 2001 

LA 6686 Finding Common Ground 
, 

"'r REINVENTING THE SOCIAL LANDSCAPE!! 

"Two years ago Professor Lois Brink helped Bromwell Bementary rebuild their gravel lot 
into.a learning landscape; a designed schoolyard based on the concept that learning and 
edLfcation can, and must, exist beyond the walls of the school. Gardens, solar systems, erosion 
hills, a canopy ofconstellations; and all of it open to the neighborhood- resun-ecting the agora, 
a forum for the community. 

"This year, students have incorporated sundials, fractal geometry ground plans, water 
features based on the principles of the six simple machines, and even a forty foot shade 
structure- a nod to the original elementary school and a reminder of the past." 

Studies show that there is a direct link between environment and cognitive abilities. 
This year students will explore the learning development of a child and how place effects 
u~~+oevelopment. Students will come to understand the impact that location has upon 
p . hology- that the environment in which we move has a subtle but undeniable causal 
relationship with our behavior. This relationship is explored with the expectation that by 
learning to address a child's perspective in a landscape we can better teach that child how 
to interact with others and improve their cognition. We will also be exploring the 
reintroduction of the forum into a modern community and what effects this has upon our 
society. 

DESIGN FOR DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS !! 

3. 5 MILLION DOLLARS DEDICATED TO BUILDING STUDENT DESIGNS!! 
f 

TO DATE 22 OPS MASTER PLANS COMPLETED BY STUDENTS!! 

18 NEW SCHOOLS HAVE BEEN CHOSEN FOR 2002. 
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Vision: 

The landscape of Traylor Elementary will foster a child's 
exploration of the world and their place in it through discovery, 
learning and play. 

Goals: 

1. To promote understanding and exploration of the relationships 
of part to whole, and of individual elements to a larger pattern. 

2. To provide an environment where curiosity prompts discovery 
and leads to greater spatial awareness and perspective. 

3. To enhance sensory experience through the use of color, 
texture, sound, and light and shadow. 

4. To engage ecological forces and conditions that register and 
reveal the natural processes of the earth and Colorado. 

5. To encourage a sustainable culture in the community that will 
ensure the long-term health and vitality of the school and its 
grounds. 

Design Strategy: 

The aim of the Leaming Landscape Alliance is the 
reinvention of the elementary school playground as a multi
faceted urban space - a common ground. The landscape of 
Traylor Elementary is shaped by the collision of mathematical and 
natural geometries. The form of the playground emerges from 
the dialog between abstract and organic, exploring the notions of 
aggregation, separation and contamination. 
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Spatial Relationships 
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Master Plan Cost Estimate 
Traylor Elementary School 

Prepared by: Michael Bouchard, CU-Denver, Graduate Student 

Cateaorv Unit Unit Cost Quantities Total Cost 
Project Start Up 
Utility Locate Free 
Site Superintendent Hourly $ 42.00 $ -
Trash Removal Weekly $ 100.00 $ -
Eauipment Rental 

Bobcat Weekly $ 634.00 $ -
Monthly $ 1,929.00 $ -

Temoorarv Const. Fencinr LF $2.00 250 $ 500.00 
Demolition 

Remove Asphalt CY $ 57.22 415 $ 23,746.30 
Remove Concrete CY $ 57.22 $ -

Remove all plav equipment LS $ 4,000.00 1 $ 4,000.00 
Fence Removal LF $ 3.70 $ -

Backstoo Removal EA $ 1,500.00 7 $ 10,500.00 
Saw cuts LF $ 3.00 $ -

Remove Plant Material HR $ 16.00 $ -
Demo Amohitheter HR $ 16.00 

Excavation 
Excavate & Stockoile Saueaee CY $ 5.00 250 $ 1,250.00 

Excavate & Stockpile Dirt CY $ 11.00 466.66 $ 5,133.26 
Excavation (off site removal) CY $ 6.00 $ -

Excavate amd remove roubble HR $ 20.00 $ -
Shape & Grade Berms CY $ 15.00 $ -

Soils Testino Bore $ 400.00 3 $ 1,200.00 
Unforeseen Sub-orade Condition LS $ 5,000.00 1 $ 5,000.00 

Overlot gradino SF $ 1.25 $ -
Fill CY $ 6.00 0 $ -

SUBTOTAL s 51,329.56 

Site Work .. . . . 

Asphalt 
Seal Coat Asphalt SF $ 0.50 $ -
Suborade-Asphalt SF $ 0.30 30000 $ 9,000.00 

Tvoe A= 2" Overla, SF $ 1.00 $ -
Tvoe B = 4 • Overla1 SF $ 1.35 30000 $ 40,500.00 
T,me C - 6' Overla\ SF $ 2.05 $ -

Pavement Markinas lnaint $ -
4-sauare EA $ 150.00 7 $ 1,050.00 

Specialtv Strioinc LS $ 2,000.00 1 $ 2,000.00 
Tetherball EA $ 150.00 4 $ 600.00 
Basketball EA $ 500.00 1 $ 500.00 

Hooscotch/"The Wave' EA $ 150.00 3 $ 450.00 
Concrete 

4" Flatwork SF $ 4.70 2300 $ 10,810.00 
Concrete curb cut for drop off/oick lane LS $ 35,000.00 $ -
Concrete curb cut for droP off/Pick lane LS $ 2,500.00 $ -

Concrete curb and autter LF $ 5.00 0 $ -
CO VI Roadbase, w/o excavation TON $ 18.00 0 $ -

Subarade-Concrete SF $ 0.30 2300 $ 690.00 
2 Stairs, w/ landinn EA $ 2,800.00 0 $ -

3 Stairs, w/o landina EA $ 2,500.00 0 $ -

5/2/2002 Budget MP 



Unit Cost Quantities Total Cost Cateaorv Unit 
$ 133.00 o $ -3' Hiah Retainina Wall with footer LF 

$ 35,105.002' High Stem Wall $ 42.50 826LF 
, $ 42.50 o $ -Raised Planter Bed LF 

Concrete Ramp EA 

Masonrv 
Concrete Retaininq Block, w/o pins FF 

Concrete block only, w/o pins FF 
Brick, installed w/sand bed & aeofabric SF 

Orv laid sandstone wall FF 
1 0' Brick Column-entry EA 

Soft Surfaces 
Crusher Fines, installed w/ aeofabric SF 

Enaineer Wood Fiber (delivered) CY 
Install Engineer Wood Fiber SF 

Edaing-concrete block, installed LF 
Edaina-concrete block (material only) LF 

Edaina-concrete block (labor only) LF 
Edging-timber LF 
Edaina-olastic LF 

Rubber Tiles, installed SF 
Poured in Place Rubber Surface SF 

SUBTOTAL 

Metal ... 
Stainless Steel Bannister LF 

Shade Structure with masonry columns LS 
Shade Structure LS 

4' Chain Link Fence LF 
6' Chain Link Fence LF 

Chain link oedestrian aate EA 
Chain link oedestrian aate EA 

Chain link drive aate EA 
6' Chain link fencina fabric, installed LF 

necialtv fencina-Bromwell aalv. Grid/panel LF 
"Iron" specialty fencina LF 

Bollards EA 
Baseball Backstoc EA 

SUBTOTAL 

Plumbina 
Connect to Storm Sewer EA 

SUBTOTAL 

Recreation Plav•Eciuipment 
EGE Plav Structure LS 

install plav struclure 25% 
Primary Play Structure LS 

install plav structure 25% 
Intermediate Play Structure LS 

install play structure 25% 
2-Bav Swines EA 

Runnina Track SF 
Basketball Court Backstops LS 

SUBTOTAL 

Interactive Areas · . 

RiParian Garden LS 
Misc Plav-travel rina ect. LS 

Ecosvstem Gardens LS 

$ 1,000.00 3 

$ 15.00 
$ 4.55 
$ 5.00 
$ 12.00 
$ 2,337.00 

4500 

$ 1.20 
$15.00 

$ 2.00 
$ 30.00 
$ 11.00 
$ 19.00 
$ 9.00 
$ 14.00 
$ 16.00 
$ 20.00 

5730 
445 

12000 

$100.00 
$40,000.00 
$25,000.00 

$12.00 
$14.00 

$350.00 
$386.00 
$850.00 

$6.10 
$17.00 
$40.00 

$500.00 
$6,000.00 

o 

1 
150 

o 
2 

2 

$2,000.00 0 

$20,000.00 

$27,000.00 

$27,000.00 

$2,000.00 
$1.10 

$2,000.00 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 
o 
3 

$5,000.00 
$3,000.00 
$3,000.00 

1 

o 

$ 3,000.00 

$ -
$ -
$ 22,500.00 
$ -
$ -

$ 6,876.00 
$ 6,675.00 
$ 24,000.00 
$ -
$ -

$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ 163,756.00 

$ -

$ 25,000.00 
$ 1,800.00 
$ -
$ 700.00 
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ 12,000.00 
$ 39,500.00 

$ -
$ -

$ 20,000.00 
$ 5,000.00 
$ 27,000.00 
$ 6,750.00 
$ 27,000.00 
$ 6,750.00 
$ 16,000.00 
$ -
$ 6,000.00 
$ 114,500.00 

$ 5,000.00 
$ -
$ -

5/2/2002 2 Budget MP 
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Cateao~ 
Cultivated Gardens 

Habitat Gardens 
Cultural Gardens 

Boulder Field 
SUBTOTAL 

Art Elements 
Vertical Banner Poles 
Entrv Monumentation 

Check Dam/Bridae 
Tile Project 
Math Walk 

Game Tables 
Acoustic Element 

SUBTOTAL 

Additional Elements 
Picnic Table, metal 

Picnic Table, concrete (aame) 
Benches, metal 

Siqnaqe 
Trash Can 

SUBTOTAL 

Landscape Planting _ . 
2• Calioer Tree 

2" Caliper Tree (Sleet Trees 
4.5" Caliper Tree 

lrriaation, whole site 
Sod install 

Sod delivered to site 
Shrub bed mulch 

5-Gallon Shrub 
SUBTOTAL 

Miscellaneous -. 
Unforeseen Repairs 

Final Power Wash 
SUBTOTAL 

Hard Cost Subtotal 

Soft Cost -
A/E Fees 

Conlinaenc1 

Soft Cost Subtotal .. "" 

Unit 
LS 
LS 
LS 
LS 

EA 
LS 
LS 
FF 
EA 
EA 
EA 

Unit 
Unit 
Unit 
LS 
EA 

EA 

EA 
SF 
SF 
SF 
SY 
EA 

LS 
EA 

8% 
10% 

~~:' 

Unit Cost· Quantities Total Cost 
$5,000.00 $ -
$1,500.00 1 $ 1,500.00 
$2,500.00 $ -
$3,000.00 1 $ 3,000.00 

s 9,500.00 

$175.00 0 $ -
$1,500.00 1 $ 1,500.00 
$3,000.00 1 $ 3,000.00 

$4.00 0 $ -
$2,000.00 1 $ 2,000.00 

$500.00 0 $ -
$2,000.00 0 $ -

s 6,500.00 

$2,000.00 2 $ 4,000.00 
$500.00 

$2,000.00 2 $ 4,000.00 
$3,000.00 $ -
$1,000.00 2 $ 2,000.00 

s 10,000.00 

$300.00 64 $ 19,200.00 
28 

$500.00 0 $ -
$1.25 50000 $ 62,500.00 
$0.12 50000 $6,000 
$0.25 50000 $ 12,500.00 

$30.00 $ -
s 100,200.00 

$1,000.00 1 $ 1,000.00 
$ 330.00 $ -

s 1,000.00 

$ 495,285.56 

Constr Costs $ 39,622.84 
Constr Costs $ 49,528.56 

$ 89,151.40 
;J,; l$-il!SB4!4~6:96J 
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CROFTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
PLAYGROUND RENOVATION 
Jennifer A. D'Avanzo 

Page 1: Vision Statement 
Goals and Objectives 
Programs 
Aesthetic Ordering Systems 

Page 2: Spatial Diagram 

Page 3: Layout Plan 

Page 4: Budget Layout 2MAY2002 



Crofton Elementary School - The Polaris Program 
Jennifer AD'Avanzo 

Vision: To Create a Challenging Environment for Learning, Interaction, 
Engagement, Conversation and Reflection. 
Crofton Will Establish the Playground as a Defining Symbol of the 
Neighborhood and Future Generations 

Goals and Objectives: 
Create a playground that challenges. 
-teachers should want to use the playground 
-playground should mimic the curriculum 
-create non-programmed spaces for experiential learning 
Improve playground fundamental aesthetic conditions, making it a focal 
point for the community 

Programs: 
Piazza Hard Surface Play 
Outdoor Classroom - Tetherball 
Boulder Mound - 4-square 
Rolling Grass Mound -Hopscotch 
Climbing Walls -Maze game 
Play Structure - Basketball 
Sundial Multi-use Field 
Educational Gardens Shade Structure 
Trees Zipline 
Art created by the children Parking Spaces 
-murals and tiles, star bollards 

Aesthetic Ordering Systems: 
The Italian Piazza and the idea of a central gathering space. 
Polaris and the idea of the fixed point, a defining symbol. 
Navigation of stars around Polaris and how other cultures see the stars 

I looked at the twenty brightest stars and located their position in the sky 
at four times of the year from Denver, Colorado at 9pm. The four stars I chose to 
track their patterns were based on their frequency of being seen in the Denver sky. 
There are many languages amongst the stars. And many cultures have their own 
stories and names for the stars. 

"As one allows one's attention to focus intensely upon the multi-faceted, multi
layered presence of feeling - visual feeling, tactile feeling olfactory feeling, 
kinesthic feeling, gustary feeling - one comes into aesthetic consciousness and 
into aesthetic behavior" - Planning 1977 
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Funding Strategies 

Funding Strategy-Projected 
1. School community participation funds 
2. School community participation volunteer labor 
3. Corporate funds 
4. Corporate in-kind 
5. DPS funds 
6. City of Denver funds 
7. Grants 

Crofton 

1. School community participation funds 
2. School community participation volunteer labor (1) 
3. Private sector funds 
4. Private sector in-kind 
5. DPS funds 
6. City of Denver in-kind 
7. City of Denver funds 
8. Foundation grants 
Total 

Notes 
1. School install trees & move mulch& build playground equuip 

Budget Breakdown 
!ProjectStartUp 

2.00% 
8.00% 
5.00% 

10.00% 
15.00% 
40.00% 
20.00% 

100.00% 

$ 386,946.31 
Target 

$7,739 
$30,956 
$19,347 
$38,695 
$58,042 

$154,779 
$77,389 

$17,867.10 

0.00% 
8.92% 

3.88% 
10.34% 
32.30% 
12.92% 
68.36% 

Actual shortfall 

$34,510.00 

$15,000.00 
$40,000.00 

$125,000.00 
$50,000.00 

$264,510.00 $122,436.31 

Site Work 
Metal 
Recreat.ion Play Eauipment . . 

Interactive .Areas 
Art Elements 
Additional Elements . . 

Landscaoe Planting 
Miscellaneous 
Soft Co.st-Land Arch, Eng, 
Contingency & General Conditions 

Total 

$108,169.50 
$25,000.00 
$64,784.00 
$8,500.00 
$7,720.00 
$9,600.00 

$86,280.00 
$0.00 

$59,025.71 

$386,946.31 

5/1/2002 
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BROWN ELEMENTARY 

VISION: 
Sitting Bull said, "Let us put our minds together and see what life we can make for our 
children." The vision of Brown Elementary School is to create an outdoor learning 
environment that provides safety, variety and comfort while encouraging a sense of 
community pride. 



·, 

GOALS: 
Improve quality and diversity of recreation, gathering and supervisory opportunities 

Provide organized and independent play opportunities 
Provide shaded or protected areas 
Create places for parents, students, faculty and neighbors to interact 
Provide seating areas 

Improve the safety in and around school grounds 
Improve circulation and access to school 
Improve circulation on playground 
Position equipment properly and install proper surface materials 
Resolve grading issues 

Create an outdoor learning experience that compliments the classroom curricula 
Create a sustainable environment that promotes environmental awareness 
Display the work of students to create self-esteem and sense of pride 
Provide classroom or display areas for hands-on learning 

Explore Native American culture and its symbiotic relationship to nature 

PROGRAM: 
Hard surface play areas 

Tether ball 
4 square 
Basketball 
Hopscotch 

Primary play area 
Intermediate play area 
ECE area 
Grass field 
Shade structure 

Amphitheater 
Outdoor classroom 

Interactive gardens 
Above - the four elements, rain catchment 
Earth - Native American cultural garden 
Below - geology: dinosaur footprints, boulders 

Riparian Garden 
Grass Garden 
Entry/gateway 
Bicycle storage area 
Art elements 



ORDERING SYSTEM: 
Since Brown is a magnet school for Native American education, the aesthetic ordering 
system is based on ideas found in Native American culture. Brown will benefit from a 
focus on multicultural education with its diverse student population. The Hispanic 
students will learn that their heritage is greatly influenced by Native American cultures. 
Native Americans believe in the unity of the world and the acceptance of all. In fact, 
Native Americans have a history of culture diversity within themselves. 

This ordering system is based on the idea of the circle, which is considered an ideal form, 
reflecting the eternal continuity of life. The universe is seen as a series of concentric 
horizons extending to infinity. The circle is the symbol of the interconnectedness of the 
universe. The number 4 also has great importance, both in Native American cultures and 
Western cultures. In Pawnee cosmology, heaven is marked by four quarters: North, 
South, East and West, each represented by a star. The four stars represent cosmic pillars 
that link heaven and earth and encircle the center of the universe. Pushing this idea 
further is the exploration of the circle in motion and how it relates to a child's view of the 
world. 

Two other ordering systems used in this design are the idea of nodes and spaces and the 
system of arcs and degrees. Certain spaces in the design become nodes of activity linking 
two or more places together. The system of arcs and degrees starts with the center in the 
middle of the shade plaza. Arcs radiating out from there in 10 degree increments serve as 
guides to place program. The combination of these four ordering systems provides for a 
multi-faceted school playground. 



Cost Estimate 
Phasing Plan - Brown Elementary 

Prepared by Juli Ordower 

Category Unit Unit Cost Quantities Total Cost 
Project Start Up. 
Utility Locate Free 
Site Superintendent Hourly $ 42.00 $ -
Trash Removal Weekly $ 100.00 $ -
Equipment Rental 

Skidsteer Weekly $ 613.00 $ -
Monthly $ 1,775.00 $ -

Bobcat Weekly $ 634.00 $ -
Monthly $ 1,929.00 $ -

Temporary Const. Fencing LF $2.00 1000 $ 2,000.00 
Demolition 

Remove Asphalt CY $ 57.22 61 $ 3,490.42 
Remove Concrete CY $ 57.22 23 $ 1,316.06 

Remove all play equipment LS $ 4,000.00 1 $ 4,000.00 
Fence Removal LF $ 3.70 415 $ 1,535.50 

Backstop Removal EA $ 1,500.00 2 $ 3,000.00 
Saw cuts LF $ 3.00 355 $ 1,065.00 

Remove Plant Material HR $ 16.00 0 $ -
Demo Amphitheater HR $ 16.00 0 $ -

Excavation 
Excavate & Stockpile Squegee CY $ 5.00 2750 $ 13,750.00 

Excavate & Stockpile Dirt CY $ 11.00 1000 $ 11,000.00 
Excavation (off site removal) CY $ 6.00 0 $ -

Excavate for Canyon HR $ 20.00 0 $ -
Shape & Grade Berms CY $ 15.00 0 $ -

Soils Testing Bore $ 400.00 0 $ -
Unforeseen Sub-grade Condition LS $ 5,000.00 0 $ -

Fill CY $ 6.00 0 $ -

SUBTOTAL $ 41,156.98 
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Category Unit Unit Cost Quantities Total Cost 
Site Work 
Asphalt 

Seal Coat-Asphalt SF $ 0.50 15276 $ 7,638.00 
Subgrade-Asphalt SF $ 0.30 15726 $ 4,717.80 

Type A= 2" Overalay SF $ 1.00 0 $ -
Type B = 4" Overlay SF $ 1.35 0 $ -
Type C = 6" Overlay SF $ 2.05 0 $ -

Pavement Markings (paint) 0 $ -
4-square EA $ 150.00 4 $ 600.00 

Grid LS $ 2,000.00 0 $ -
Tetherball EA $ 150.00 4 $ 600.00 

Stamped Footprints EA $ 150.00 2 $ 300.00 
Hopscotch $ 150.00EA 4 $ 600.00 

Concrete 
Geotechnical work LS 0$ - $ -

4" Flatwork $ 4.70 $ 17,098.60 
Concrete curb and gutter 

SF 3638 
LF $ 5.00 0 $ -

CO VI Roadbase, w/o excavation TON $ 18.00 0 $ -
Subgrade-Concrete SF $ 0.30 3638 $ 1,091.40 
2 Stairs, w/ landing $ 2,800.00EA 0 $ -

3 Stairs, w/o landing EA $ 2,500.00 0 $ -
3' High Retaining Wall with footer $ 133.00LF 60 $ 7,980.00 

2' High Stem Wall LF $ 42.50 612 $ 26,010.00 
Raised Planter Bed LF $ 42.50 0 $ -

Concrete Ramp $ 1,000.00EA 2 $ 2,000.00 
Expansion Joints, w/ caulk LF $ 3.25 20 $ 65.00 

Polypavement ( for "river") OPT.1 
3" Depth $ 1.40 0SF $ -

Masonry 
FF $ 15.00Concrete Retaining Block, w/o pins 0 $ -

Concrete block only, w/o pins FF $ 4.55 0 $ -
Brick, installed w/sand bed & geofabric SF $ 5.00 426 $ 2,130.00 

Dry laid sandstone wall FF $ 12.00 0 $ -
1O' Brick Column EA $ 2,337.00 0 $ -

Soft Surfaces 
Crusher Fines, installed w/ i:ieofabric SF $ 1.20 573 $ 687.60 

Engineered Wood Fiber, installed SF $ 1.75 0 $ -
Engineered Wood Fiber SF $ 1.20 0 $ -
Engineered Wood Fiber SF $ 1.00 5267 $ 5,267.00 

Install Wood Fiber SF $ 2.00 5267 $ 10,534.00 
Edging-concrete block, installed LF $ 30.00 0 $ -

Edging-concrete block $ 11.00LF 0 $ -
Edaing-timber LF $ 9.00 0 $ -
Edoino-plastic LF $ 14.00 0 $ -

Rubber Tiles, installed $ 16.00SF 0 $ -
Poured in Place Rubber Surface SF $ 20.00 0 $ -

SUBTOTAL $ 79,681.40 
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Total CostCategorv . . 
. Unit Unit Cost Quantities 

,. ,, ,', , , .Metal "•• 
. . 

... 

Stainless Steel Bannister 
Gateway 

Shade Structure 
4' Chain Link Fence 
6' Chain Link Fence 

12' Chain Link Fence 
Chain link pedestrian gate 
Chain link pedestrian gate 

Chain link drive gate 
6' Chain link fencing fabric, installed 

:necialty fencing:Bromwell galv. Grid/panel 
"Iron" specialty fencing 

Bollards 
Backstop 

SUBTOTAL 

.
Plumbing . , ..< > A, 

Connect to Storm Sewer 
SUBTOTAL 

Recreation Play Equipment 
EGE Play Structure 

Primary Play Structure 

Intermediate Play Structure 

2-Bay Swings 
Running Track 

Basketball Court Backstops 
SUBTOTAL 

LF 
LS 
LS 
LF 
LF 
LF 
EA 
EA 
EA 
LF 
LF 
LF 
EA 
EA 

EA 

LS 
LS 

LS 

EA 
SF 
LS 

$100.00 
$2,500.00 

$25,000.00 
$12.00 
$14.00 
$25.00 

$350.00 
$386.00 
$850.00 

$6.10 
$17.00 
$40.00 

$500.00 
$6,000.00 

. 

$2,000.00 

$20,000.00 
$27,000.00 

25.00% 
$27,000.00 

25.00% 
$2,000.00 

$1.10 
$2,000.00 

0 $ . 
2 $ 5,000.00 
1 $ 25,000.00 
0 $ . 

0 $ . 

415 $ 10,375.00 
0 $ . 

0 $ . 

0 $ . 

0 $ . 
0 $ . 

0 $ . 

0 $ . 

0 $ . 

$ 40,375.00 

2 $ 4,000.00 
$ 4,000.00 

0 $ . 

1 $ 27,000.00 
$ 6,750.00 

1 $ 27,000.00 
$ 6,750.00 

3 $ 6,000.00 
0 $ . 

2 $ 4,000.00 
$ 77,500.00 
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Total Cost Unit UnitCost Quantities· Ca"!gory , ' 

Interactive Areas, (Canvon) ' ,,,, '• • 
Riparian Garden LS $5,000.00 1 $ 5,000.00 

Misc Play-travel ring eel. LS $3,000.00 0 $ . 

Ecosystem Gardens LS $3,000.00 1 $ 3,000.00 
Cultivated Gardens LS $5,000.00 0 $ . 

Habitat Gardens LS $1,500.00 0 $ . 

Cultural Gardens LS $2,500.00 1 $ 2,500.00 
Boulder Field LS $3,000.00 0 $ . 
SUBTOTAL $ 10,500.00 

Art :Elements 
. . 

Vertical Banner Poles EA $175.00 2 $ 350.00 
Mural LS $1,500.00 1 $ 1,500.00 

Tile Project FF $4.00 0 $ . 

Sculpture EA $2,000.00 0 $ . 
Game Tables EA $500.00 2 $ 1,000.00 

Acoustic Element EA $2,000.00 0 $ . 

SUBTOTAL $ 2,850.00 

Additional Elements 
Picnic Table, metal Unit $2,000.00 0 $ . 

Benches, metal Unit $2,000.00 2 $ 4,000.00 
Weather Monitoring Equipment Unit $15,000.00 0 $ . 

Bicycle Storage Area Unit $2,000.00 1 $ 2,000.00 
Signage LS $3,000.00 1 $ 3,000.00 

Trash Can EA $1,000.00 2 $ 2,000.00 
SUBTOTAL $ 11,000.00 

Landscape Planting .. 

2" Caliper Tree EA $300.00 14 $ 4,200.00 
4.5" Caliper Tree EA $500.00 0 $ . 

lrriqation, whole site SF $1.25 36115 $ 45,143.75 
Sod SF $0.25 32150 $ 8,037.50 

Street Trees EA $0.00 15 $ . 

5-Gallon Shrub EA $30.00 0 $ . 
SUBTOTAL $ 57,381.25 

Miscellaneous 
Unforeseen Repairs LS $1,000.00 1 $ 1,000.00 

Final Power Wash EA $ 330.00 1 $ 330.00 
SUBTOTAL $ 1,330.00 

Hard Cost Subtotal $ 324,444.63 

Soft Cost 
. 

A/E Fees 8% Constr Costs $ 25,955.57 
Contingency 10% Constr Costs $ 32,444.46 

Soft Cost Subtotal $ 58,400.03 
(;RAND TQ"f!AL ....·• }: !I· . $ 382,844.66 

5/1/2002 4 Brown estimate-Brown 
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ThB goal of this projBct is to _. 
rBinvigoratB innBr city school 
playgrounds 
as dynamic and usBful public 
spacBs. ThB landscapB of 
Columbian EIBmBntary School 
crBatBs a layBrBd sitB organizBd 
by thB idBa of an intBgratBd 
curricular hiBrarchy. ThB idBa 
movBs against traditional notions 
of 11 dBpartmBntalizBd 11 !Barning 
and champions astructurB of 
"built-up" Bducation. LayBrs of 
Bducation BmBrgB in diffarBnt 
arBas of thB dBsign basBd on thB 
form of sBIBctBd artwork and 
suitablB program. ThB rBsult is a 
landscapB that wBlcomBs thB 
opBn intBrprBtation of adults and 
stokBs thB playful BngagBmBnt of 
childrBn 



Programmatic Elements: 
-shade structures/gathering spaces 
-multi-use field 

20000 sf 
- hard surface play areas 

1.5 basket ball 
4foursquare 
2hopscotch 

- soft surface play areas 
Iece 
Iintermediate 
Iadvanced 

- water harvest garden 
takes advantage of site drainage issues 

- map Edements 
helps students imagine proximity to the world 

- habitat garden/outdoor classroom area 
20-30 students 

- amphitheater/outdoor classroom area 
l00-300 students 

- grove area 
offers opportunities for quiet reprieve 

- boulder field 
strengthens edge to Federal Blvd 

- art wall area 
involves community 
fosters legacy 
celebrates history 

- temporal elements 
prescriptive learning opportunities 
demonstrates integrated world model 
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Funding Strategies 

Funding Strategy-Projected 
1. School community participation funds 
2. School community participation volunteer labor 
3. Corporate funds 
4. Corporate in-kind 
5. DPS funds 
6. City of Denver funds 
7. Grants 

Columbian 

1. School community participation funds 
2. School community participation volunteer labor (1) 
3. Private sector funds 
4. Private sector in-kind 
5. DPS funds 
6. City of Denver in-kind 
7. City of Denver funds 
8. Foundation grants 
Total 

Notes 
1. School install trees & move mulch& build playground equuip 

Budget Breakdown 

Site Work 
Mefl\l 

2.00% 
8.00% 
5.00% 

10.00% 
15.00% 
40.00% 
20.00% 

100.00% 

$ 401,942.44 
Target 

$8,039 
$32,155 
$20,097 
$40,194 
$60,291 

$160,777 
~80,388 

$40,728.99 
$96,083.00 
$45,800.00 
$67,317.20 
$12,500.00 

$4,550.00 
$12,000.00 
$59,650.00 

$1,660.00 
$61,313.25 

$0.00 

$401,602.44 

1.49% 
7.36% 

1.84% 
9.95% 
1.00% 

13.15% 
34.79% 

Actual shortfall 
$6,000.00 

$29,580.00 

$7,409.99 
$40,000.00 

$4,000.00 

~52,857.00 
$139,846.99 $262,095.45 
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Total Cost Estimate 
Columbian Elementary School 

Prepared by Amir AI-Rubaiy, CU-Denver Graduate Sudent 

·< .. ·· · · · Category .· Whit Wnit.Cost Quantities Total Cost 
.

Projecf Start Wp 
Wtility Locate Free 
Site Superintendent Hourly $ 42.00 $ -
Trash Removal Weekly $ 100.00 10 $ 1,000.00 
Equipment Rental 

Bobcat Weekly $ 634.00 10 $ 3,804.00 
Monthly $ 1,929.00 $ -

Temporary Const. Fencing LF $2.00 1395 $ 2,790.00 
Demolition 

Remove Asphalt CY $ 57.22 82.5 $ 4,720.65 
Remove Concrete CY $ 57.22 47 $ 2,689.34 

Relocate all plav equipment LS $ 17,000.00 1 $ 17,000.00 
Fence Removal LF $ 3.70 $ -

Backstop Removal EA $ 1,500.00 $ -
Saw cuts LF $ 3.00 167 $ 501.00 

Remove Plant Material HR $ 16.00 4 $ 64.00 
Demo Amphitheter HR $ 16.00 

Excavation 
Excavate & Stockpile Squeqee CY $ 5.00 278 $ 1,390.00 

Excavate & Stockpile Dirt CY $ 11.00 $ -
Excavation (off site removal) CY $ 6.00 $ -

Excavate amd remove roubble HR $ 20.00 $ -
Shape & Grade Berms CY $ 15.00 118 $ 1,770.00 

Soils Testina Bore $ 400.00 $ -
Unforeseen Sub-arade Condition LS $ 5,000.00 1 $ 5,000.00 

Overlot qradinq SF $ 1.25 $ -
Fill CY $ 6.00 $ -

SWBTOTAL $ 40,728.99 

,_"'JSile Work 
Asphalt 

Seal Coat Asphalt SF $ 0.50 $ -
Subarade-Asphalt SF $ 0.30 2500 $ 750.00 

Type A= 2" Overla~ SF $ 1.00 8408 $ 8,408.00 
Type B = 4" Overla~ SF $ 1.35 2500 $ 3,375.00 
Tvoe C = 6" Overla1 SF $ 2.05 $ -

Pavement Markinqs (paint $ -
4-square EA $ 150.00 4 $ 600.00 

Grid/Specialty Paintinr LS $ 2,000.00 3 $ 6,000.00 
Stamped asphalt LS $ 4,000.00 



Tetherball 
Basketball/Wall Ball 

Hopscotch/"The Wave" 
Concrete 

4" Flatwork 
Concrete curb cut for drop off/pick lane 

Concrete curb cut 
Concrete curb and gutter 

CO VI Roadbase, w/o excavation 
Subgrade-Concrete 
2 Stairs, w/ landing 

3 Stairs, w/o landing 
3' High Retaining Wall with footer 

2' High Stem Wall 
Raised Planter Bed 

Concrete Ramp 

Masonry 
Concrete Retaining Block, w/o pins 

Concrete block only, w/o pins 
Brick, installed w/sand bed & geofabric 

Dry laid sandstone wall 
1O' Brick Column-entry 

Soft Surfaces 
Crusher Fines, installed w/ geofabric 

Engineer Wood Fiber {delivered) 

Install Engineer Wood Fiber 
Edging-concrete block, installed 

Edging-concrete block (material only) 
Edging-concrete block (labor only) 

Edging-timber 
Edging-plastic 

Rubber Tiles, installed 
Poured in Place Rubber Surface 

SUBTOTAL 

Metal\'','i,•<:>:c ".•:• >":':f': :. · ,,,. , •,: ·:/, ·· 
Stainless Steel Bannister 

Shade Structure with masonry columns 
Shade Structure 

4' Chain Link Fence 
6' Chain Link Fence 

Chain link pedestrian qate 
Chain link pedestrian gate 

Chain link drive qate 
6' Chain link fencinq fabric, installed 

Specialty fencing-qalv. Grid/panel 
6' Chain link fencinq PVC coated, installed 

"Iron" specialty fencinq 
Bollards 

Baseball Backston 

.. _: 

LF 
LS 
LS 
LF 
LF 
EA 
EA 
EA 
LF 
LF 
LF 
LF 
EA 
EA 

, 

EA 
EA 
EA 

SF 
LS 
LS 
LF 

TON 
SF 
EA 
EA 
LF 
LF 
LF 
EA 

FF 
FF 
SF 
FF 
EA 

SF 

cu 
SF 

LF 
LF 
LF 
LF 
LF 
SF 
SF 

' , ·;; 

$ 150.00 
$ 500.00 
$ 150.00 

$ 4.70 
$ 35,000.00 
$ 2,500.00 
$ 5.00 
$ 18.00 
$ 0.30 
$ 2,800.00 
$ 2,500.00 
$ 133.00 
$ 42.50 
$ 42.50 
$ 1,000.00 

$ 15.00 
$ 4.55 
$ 5.00 
$ 12.00 
$ 2,337.00 

$ 1.20 

$ 15.00 

$ 2.00 

$ 30.00 

$ 11.00 
$ 19.00 
$ 9.00 
$ 14.00 
$ 16.00 
$ 20.00 

. ; '. >. : ..;/:.: 
$100.00 

$40,000.00 
$25,000.00 

$12.00 
$14.00 

$350.00 
$386.00 
$850.00 

$6.10 
$18.00 
$25.00 
$40.00 

$500.00 
$6,000.00 

2 
1.5 

2 

2200 

100 
0 

2 
3 
0 

508 
0 
3 

0 

376 

8915 

120 

,_ . 
0 

1 
75 

2 

480 

$ 300.00 
$ 750.00 
$ 300.00 

$ 10,340.00 
$ . 
$ . 

$ 500.00 
$ . 

$ . 

$ 5,600.00 
$ 7,500.00 
$ . 

$ 21,590.00 
$ . 

$ 3,000.00 

$ . 

$ . 

$ . 

$ . 

$ . 

$ . 

$ 5,640.00 

$ 17,830.00 

$ 3,600.00 
$ . 

$ . 
$ . 

$ . 

$ . 
$ 96,083.00 

$ . 

$ . 

$ 25,000.00 
$ 900.00 
$ . 

$ 700.00 
$ . 

$ . 

$ . 

$ . 

$ 19,200.00 
$ . 

$ . 
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$ 45,800.00SUBTOTAL 

Plumbing , · -
Connect to Storm Sewer 

Tap 
SUBTOTAL 

Recfeatioif Play Equipment 
EGE Play Structure 

install play structure 
Primary Play Structure 

install play structure 
Intermediate Play Structure 

install play structure 
2-Bay Swings 

Running Track 
Basketball Court Backstops 

SUBTOTAL 

Interactive Areas 
Riparian Garden 

Misc Play-travel ring eel. 
Ecosystem Gardens 
Cultivated Gardens 

Habitat Gardens 
Cultural Gardens 

Boulder Field 
SUBTOTAL 

Art El_ements 
Vertical Banner Poles 

Mural 
Tile Project 

Sculpture 
Game Tables 

Acoustic Element 
SUBTOTAL 

Adi:lition.111 Elements 
. . 

Picnic Table, metal 
Picnic Table, concrete rname 

Benches, metal 
Sianaae 

Trash Can 
SUBTOTAL 

Landscao_e Planting 
... 

2" Calioer Tree 
2" Street Trees 

4.5" Caliper Tree 
Irrigation, whole site 

. 

EA $2,000.00 
EA $30,000.00 

LS $20,000.00 
25% 

LS $27,000.00 
25% 

LS $27,000.00 

25% 
EA $2,000.00 
SF $1.10 
LS $2,000.00 

LS $5,000.00 
LS $3,000.00 
LS $3,000.00 
LS $5,000.00 
LS $1,500.00 
LS $2,500.00 
LS $3,000.00 

EA $175.00 
LS $1,500.00 
FF $4.00 
EA $2,000.00 
EA $500.00 
EA $2,000.00 

.. 
Unit $2,000.00 
Unit $500.00 
Unit $2,000.00 
LS $3,000.00 
EA $1,000.00 

EA $300.00 
EA $200.00 
EA $500.00 
SF $1.25 

1 $ 2,000.00 
$ -
$ 2,000.00 

1 $ 20,000.00 
1 $ 5,000.00 

1 $ 27,000.00 
1 $ 6,750.00 

2 
4152 

1 

1 

2 

. 

6 
1 

1 
0 
0 

3 
3 
1 
3 

-

41 
20 

26500 

$ -
$ -
$ 4,000.00 
$ 4,567.20 
$ -
$ 67,317.20 

$ 5,000.00 

$ -
$ -
$ -
$ 1,500.00 
$ -
$ 6,000.00 
$ 12,500.00 

$ 1,050.00 
$ 1,500.00 
$ -
$ 2,000.00 
$ -
$ -
$ 4,550.00 

$ -

$ 6,000.00 
$ 3,000.00 
$ 3,000.00 
$ 12,000.00 

$ 12,300.00 
$ 4,000.00 
$ -
$ 33,125.00 
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Sod install SF $0.12 

• 

Sod delivered to site 
Shrub bed mulch 

5-Gallon Shrub 
SUBTOTAL 

.Miscellaneous . ' 

Unforeseen Repairs 
Final Power Wash 

SUBTOTAL 

Hard Cost Subtotal 

SQfl Cost 
A/E Fees 

UCD Fees 
General Conditions 

Contingency 

Soft Cost Subtotal 
GRANDTOTAL lf,i+;" , .•. ·+.! 
'"•··-·----'--•"• -- . . . -·· 

SF 
SY 
EA 

LS 
EA 

8% 
2% 
0% 

10% 

., •.. 

$0.25 

$30.00 

$1,000.00 
$ 330.00 

Constr Costs 
Constr Costs 
Constr Costs 
Constr Costs 

'' ' " ... '~,;t:JL•.· , :_. .·' c:;· '.f 

26500 

120 

1 
2 

$ 6,625.00 

$ 3,600.00 
$ 59,650.00 

$ 1,000.00 
$ 660.00 
$ 1,660.00 

$ 340,629.19 

$ 27,250.34 

$ -
$ 34,062.92 

$ 61,313.25 
$' 401,942;44' 
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RICHARD T. CASTRO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
845 S. Lowell Boulevard 
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RICHARD T. CASTRO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

VISION: School grounds can function in the same way as a town plaza by 
being the place where children and other members of the 
community gather for information, celebration, and recreation. 

By creating a strong identity and sense of place, the grounds of 
Castro Elementary School will foster self-esteem, security, and 
stewardship in the children, their families, and their neighbors. As a 
place to meet friends, play, and learn, the playground will become a 
focal point of community pride and security. 

GOALS: Reveal the historical & contemporary cultural identity of Castro 
Elementary in the Westwood neighborhood. 

Create a focal point for community pride and involvement. 

Elevate the students' self-esteem by strengthening their physical, 
academic, and social status. 

Provide an enduring public place that is cared for and protected 
through constant use. 

AESTHETIC ORDERING SYSTEM: 
Light, through its connection to color and our sense of sight, is a 
fundamental source of the wonder we bring to and take from our 
environment. 

Color, and our ability to perceive it is a result of the refractive 
properties of light at different wavelengths. 

A prism is a (usually glass or crystal) object with a triangular cross
section that displays the spectrum of colors in light by refracting 
their wavelengths to different angles. 

Sound as well can be refracted as it moves through different 
materials. In general, refraction and reflection occur at the interface 
of two materials or condition. 

As physical objects and metaphors, prisms, light, and the resulting 
"rainbow" speak to the ideas of identity, unity, and individuality. 



PROGRAM: 
Hard surface play integrated with educational and recreational 
areas. 

Basketball, tetherball, four square, hopscotch 
Geography area, snake maze, game tables, groves 

Sensory, horticultural, and habitat gardens that provide 
opportunities for education and "slow wonder." 

Grass garden, Riparian garden, Color garden, Rock garden. 

An expanded EGE play and monitoring area gives the young 
children a place to explore and call their own. 

Herb garden, EGE grass area 

Play areas that provide opportunities for physical strengthening and 
exploration. 

Multi-level play pits and new equipment for Primary and 
Intermediate children. 

Interactive areas in which to explore the reflection and refraction of 
light and sound are places for the children to learn, as well as for 
the larger community to gather. 

Shade structure, "light wall'; and sound sculpture. 
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Design Development Cost Estimate 
CASTRO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Prepared by Jenny Dorrington, CU-Denver Graduate Student 
,,

,; ,' -, .. ,Cateaorv,' Unit', 
f'roiei;t,Start,Ui> '<.,, a, ' l 

' 
C -~- " ' 

·:; - :J; -__ ,._di :J .·,,
.:: ' 

FreeUtility Locate 
HourlvSite Superintendent 

WeeklvTrash Removal 
Eauioment Rental 

Bobcat Weekly 
Monthly 

Temoorarv Const Fencina LF 
Demolition 

Remove Asphalt CY 
Remove Concrete CY 

Remove all olav eauioment LS 
Fence Removal LF 

Backstop Removal EA 
Saw cuts LF 

Remove Plant Material HR 
Demo Amphitheter HR 

Excavation 
Excavate & Stockpile Squegee CY 

Excavate & Stockpile Dirt CY 
Excavation (off site removal CY 

Excavate amd remove roubble HR 
Shaoe & Grade Berms CY 

Soils Testinr Bore 
Unforeseen Sub-orade Condition LS 

Overlot gradinc SF 
Fill CY 

SUBTOTAL 

Unit Cost Quantities ' 
·, ,., .. ,:,·. \ L-"'t.•;;,,, ~,;;;:"·:: 

$ 42,00 
$ 100,00 

$ 634,00 3 
$ 1,929,00 

$2,00 

$ 57,22 193 
$ 57,22 58 
$ 4,000,00 2 
$ 3,70 455 
$ 1,500,00 2 
$ 3,00 198 
$ 16,00 20 
$ 16,00 

$ 5,00 341 
$ 11.00 74 
$ 6,00 425 
$ 20,00 20 
$ 15,00 100 
$ 400,00 1 
$ 5,000,00 1 
$ 1.25 
$ 6,00 

. ... '" "",' ! ,-,r - ·~c ,.: .. ,., - ,<. .site work '. 
.. .· . ;, -·:. ' . '' '"-"" '. ' ' 

Asphalt 
Seal Coat Asohalt SF $ 0.50 40706 
Subarade-Asohalt SF $ 0.30 40706 

Tune A - 2" Overlm SF $ 1.00 
T"ne B - 4" Overla; SF $ 1.35 40706 
Type C = 6" Overla; SF $ 2,05 

Pavement Markin □s lnaint 
4-sauare EA $ 150,00 7 

Grid LS $ 2,000.00 
Tetherball EA $ 150.00 7 
Basketball EA $ 500.00 4 

Hooscotch/"The Wave" EA $ 150,00 4 
Concrete 

4" Flatwork SF $ 4,70 4084 
Concrete curb cut for drop off/pick lane LS $ 35,000.00 
Concrete curb cut for drop off/pick lane LS $ 2,500.00 

Concrete curb and □ utter LF $ 5.00 751.4 

; Total Cost, 
1~- ·1' ,"' ' ' '' 

$ -
$ -

$ 1,902,00 
$ -
$ -

$ 11,043.46 
$ 3,318,76 
$ 8,000,00 
$ 1,683,50 
$ 3,000,00 
$ 594,00 
$ 320,00 

$ 1,705,00 
$ 814,00 
$ 2,550,00 
$ 400,00 
$ 1,500,00 
$ 400,00 
$ 5,000,00 
$ -
$ -

$ 42,230,72 

. ' 
'. ~ . " . ' 

$ 20,353,00 
$ 12,211.80 
$ -
$ 54,953.10 
$ -
$ -
$ 1,050.00 
$ -
$ 1,050.00 
$ 2,000.00 
$ 600.00 

$ 19,194.80 
$ -
$ -
$ 3,757.00 

Concrete curb for Grass Garden LF $ 5.00 83 $ 415.00 
CO VI Roadbase, w/o excavation TON $ 18.00 0 $ -

Suborade-Concrete SF $ 0.30 4084 $ 1,225.20 
2 Stairs, w/ landinn EA $ 2,800.00 0 $ . 
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0•5fj1; ,j;1y•,• 7,:.1catennrv.• 5 , .••v;::;,·v <~,:i; Uriir:::~.t: - · unitCose , Ollantities1·1 ,~f:;;iJ;f;,,f!,_TOtal"CP.Sl1G.:?J1/"°1:h'~ 
3 Stairs, w/o landino EA 

3' Hiqh Retaining Wall with footer LF 
2' High Stem Wall LF 

Raised Planter Bed LF 
Concrete Ramo EA 

Masonrv 
Concrete Retainino Block, w/o pins FF 

Concrete block only, w/o pins FF 
Brick, installed w/sand bed & oeofabric SF 

Drv laid sandstone wall FF 
10' Brick Column-entry EA 

Soft Surfaces 
Crusher Fines, installed w/ aeofabric SF 

Enoineer Wood Fiber (delivered) SF 
Install Engineer Wood Fiber SF 

Edging-concrete block, installed LF 
Edaina-concrete block (material only) LF 

Edqinq-concrete block (labor only) LF· 
Edging-timber LF 
Edgina-olastic LF 

Rubber Tiles, installed SF 
Poured in Place Rubber Surface SF 

SUBTOTAL 

~ 
Stainless Steel Bannister LF 

Shade Structure with masonry columns LS 
Shade Structure LS 

4' Chain Link Fence LF 
6' Chain Link Fence LF 

Chain link oedestrian aate EA 
Chain link oedestrian aate EA 

Chain link drive qate EA 
6' Chain link fencing fabric, installed LF 

pecialty fencina-Bromwell aalv. Grid/panel LF 
"Iron" specialtv fencinr LF 

Bollards EA 
Baseball Backstoc EA 

SUBTOTAL 

~ 
Connect to Storm Sewer ~ 

SUBTOTAL 

·-R~i::rea!iori,Elav,e ~,; ifii 
EGE Plav Structure LS 
install play structure 25% 

Primary Play Structure LS 
install play structure 25% 

Intermediate Play Structure LS 
install play structure 25% 

2-Bay Swinas EA 
Runnino Track SF 

Basketball Court Backstops LS-
SUBTOTAL 

lfit8faC_ffV83l(ieB_if(~?M:£i~-:;i~ ::f;\il/f/'.\flllifxI}f+'z,,li ~. 
Rioarian Garden LS 

Misc Play-travel rina ect. . LS 

$ 2,500.00 0 $ -
$ 133.00 0 $ -
$ 42.50 557.6 $ 23,698.00 
$ 42.50 14 $ 595.00 
$ 1,000.00 2 $ -- 2,000.00 

$ 15.00 $ -
$ 4.55 $ -
$ 5.00 75 $ 375.00 
$ 12.00 $ -
$ 2,337.00 0 $ -

$ 1.20 $ -
$ 1.00 10187 $ 10,187.00 
$ 2.00 10187 $ 20,374.00 
$ 30.00 $ -
$ 11.00 $ -
$ 19.00 
$ 9.00 $ -
$ 14.00 $ -
$ 16.00 $ -
$ 20.00 $ -

.1 '· $ 153,685.90 
I 

.·.•.. ~ ·'"' ,, 

$100.00 ~ -
$40,000.00 1 $ 40,000.00 
$25,000.00 $ -

$12.00 247 $ 2,964.00 
$14.00 $ -

$350.00 2 $ 700.00 
$386.00 $ -
$850.00 1 $ 850.00 

$6.10 $ -
$17.00 $ -
$40.00 $ -

$500.00 10 $ 5,000.00 
$6,000.00 $ -

$ 49,514.00 

.. ···~ 
$2,000.00 1 

~ 
$20,000.00 

$27,000.00 1 
1 

$27,000.00 1 
1 

$2,000.00 6 
$1.10 4855 

$2,000.00 4 

'• 
$5,000.00 1 
$3,000.00 1 

$ 2,000.00 
$ 2,000.00 

~ 
.$ -
$ -
$ 27,000.00 
$ 6,750.00 
$ 27,000.00 
$ 6,750.00 
$ 12,000.00 
$ 5,340.50 
$ 8,000.00 
$ 92,840.50 

.. 
$ 5,000.00 
$ 3,000.00 
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Ecosvstem Gardens 
Cultivated Gardens 

Habitat Gardens 
Cultural Gardens 

Boulder Field 
SUBTOTAL 

~ /, ,, 
Vertical Banner Poles 

Mural 
Tile Project 

Sculpture 
Game Tables 

Acoustic Element 
SUBTOTAL 

'AqditiOtiil.i_E;l¢r,ri-~_rit$l;fn::]~'.Ji1:.:~iit1llilKk'.½~$'._;J;;;;: 
Picnic Table, metal 

Picnic Table, concrete (aame) 
Benches, metal 

Sianaae 
Trash Can 

SUBTOTAL 

LS $3,000.00 
LS $5,000.00 
LS $1,500.00 2 
LS $2,500.00 1 
LS $3,000.00 1 

l ;,_,'.{'":': . ~-•-·.._ ,,_..;, :·. -"·~- '"' ~'~" ,'/(,!,,- \<i , 

EA $175.00 
LS $1,500.00 
FF $4.00 80 
EA $2,000.00 2 
EA $500.00 3 
EA $2,000.00 1 

~ ~ ~ ~$2,000.00 
Unit $500.00 
Unit $2,000.00 1 
LS $3,000.00 
EA $1,000.00 3 

.~ •,\ J::,-»;,~:c·• ,,.,.,,,,,,,,,, p,:; l~::v .·,, ,.,c:,O:-'\.•., '"\'J(ff::s·_•c·'3!:- ,•,.,-.:laridscape cl:'laritin ..,,, ,. 
2" Caliper Tree 

4.5" Caliper Tree 
6' Clump Tree 

lrriaation, whole site 
Sod install 

Sod delivered to site 
Shrub bed mulch 

5-Gallon Shrub 
SUBTOTAL 

::",?:::", 
Unforeseen Repairs 

Final Power Wash 
SUBTOTAL 

Hard Cost Subtotal 

NE Fees 
CM Fees 

Continaenc, 

Soft Cost Subtotal -

EA 
EA 
EA 
SF 
SF 
SF 
SY 
EA 

$300.00 
$500.00 
$200.00 

$1.25 
$0.12 
$0.25 

$50.00 
$30.00 

10 

12 
7804.25 
7804.25 
7804,25 

50 
35 

LS 
EA 

., ,, ; ,.;,,. .~·'fit--.v 
$1,000.00 

$ 330.00 

' 
,, . 

5 
1 

10% 
5% 
10% 

~;,£<?,, 

Constr Costs 
Constr Costs 
Constr Costs 

' . " 

$ -
$ -
$ 3,000.00 
$ 2,500.00 
$ 3,000.00 
$ 16,500.00 

n -~" \;.,,f" ._ -...( z:,._c~-~ ._ •::, c:' 
$ -
$ -
$ 320.00 
$ 4,000.00 
$ 1,500.00 
$ 2,000.00 
$ 7,820.00 

~-''.. t !.·. {,:"1. . .-f/i_,,:r~-'"--:i·:~, 
$ 2,000.00 

$ 2,000.00 
$ -
$ 3,000.00 
$ 7, □ oo;oo 

"' w '"''.:'.; ,, 6.ii, ,,:,, 
$ 3,000.00 
$ -
$ 2,400.00 
$ 9,755.31 
$ 936.51 
$ 1,951.06 
$ 2,500.00 
$ 1,050.00 
$ 21,592.89 

--:. ,:-_ y 1 Y". ,, 
- .. '..:.-: '~- ¥-. 

$ 5,000.00 
$ 330.00 
$ 5,330.00 

$ 393,184.01 

,·-,.- ·,:;::. >-,;.~,..:-· f,; 

$ -
$ -
$ -

$ -
,~l""''""'"'S!t:ma,1a;i,o:·mJli~"IIM, ' , •- JJ . 
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Funding Strategies 

Funding Strategy-Projected 

1. School community participation funds 
2. School community participation volunteer labor 
3. Corporate funds 
4. Corporate in-kind 
5. DPS funds 
6. City of Denver funds 
7. Grants 

Castro 

1. School community participation funds 
2. School community participation volunteer labor (1) 
3. Private sector funds 
4. Private sector in-kind 
5. DPS funds 
6. City of Denver in-kind 
7. City of Denver funds 
8. Foundation grants 
Total 

Notes 
1. School install trees & move mulch& build playground equuip 

Budget Breakdown 

Site Work 

2.00% 
8.00% 
5.00% 

10.00% 
15.00% 
40.00% 
20.00% 

100.00% 

$ 398,514.01 

Target 

$7,970 
$31,881 
$19,926 
$39,851 
$59,777
' 
r '· 

$159,406 
l!W,703 

$42,230.72 
$153,685.90 

$49,514.00 
$2,000.00 

$92,840.50 
$16,500.00 

$7,820.00 
$7,000.00 

$21,592.89 
$5,330.00 

$0.00 
$0.00 

$398,514.01 

0.00% 
21.20% 

0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

21.20% 

Actual Shortfall 

$84,500.00 

$84,500.00 $314,014.01 

5/1/2002 
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GARDEN DETAILS 
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Honorarv Chairs 
Bill Owens 
Wellington Webb 
J erry Wartgow 
Ken Salazar 
Alvina Crouse 

Advisory Council 
Wayne AJla rd 
Ray Baker 
Elaine Berman 
Joe Blake 
Noel Cunningham 
C harles Gallagher 

a m Gary 
C harle Gates 

al Gomez 
Ha ppy Haynes 
John Hereford 
Christine Johnson 
Rita Kahn 
Gail KJapper 

ln Kortz 
w rgia Le h-Laurie 

Harry Lewis 
Fred Mayer 
Ja mes Mejia 
Cec Ortiz 
Roger Reisher 
Da n Ritchie 
Mike Shaw 
G ully Stanford 
Jim Sullivan 
R uben Valdez 
Bill Vollbracht 

Steering Commiuee 
Lois Brink, Coordinator 
U11iv. of Colorado 01 Denl'er 
Allen Balczarek 
Denl'er Public Schools 
Charles Burdo 
De11 ver Public Schools 
Jerry Garcia 
City & County ofDem•er 
Tom K aesemeyer 
Gales Family Foundation 
Mike Langley 
n"nver Public Schools 

>la Salazar 
lazar Family Foundation 

Learning Landscapes For Schools in Denver's Focus 
Neighborhoods 

Background: 
The University of Colorado at Denver's Architectural and Planning Department 
developed the concept of a "learning landscape''. Lois Brink, Assistant Professor, 
initiated the project, where graduate students design innovative playgrounds for 
elementary schools and their surrounding neighborhoods. 

What is the difference between the playgrounds most of us remember and 
learning landscapes? In addition to age-appropriate play equipment for early 
childhood, primary and intermediate levels, learning landscapes have irrigated 
fields, non-traditional elements such as boulder fields and erosion hills, shade 
structures, gardens, trees and murals. The objective is to provide safe, creative and 
aesthetically pleasing facilities for students and their communities. The contrast 
between learning landscapes and playgrounds found in many poorer 
neighborhoods is stark. The traditional playgrounds with vast expanses of pea 
gravel sprinkled with a few pieces of aging equipment, serve more as places for 
fighting, bullying and negative peer pressure than for constructive play. 

A strong catalyst for the initiative was Alvina Crouse at Garden Place Elementary 
School in Denver's Globeville neighborhood. With help from D.P.S., the City and 
County of Denver, neighbors, businesses and her own generosity ($10,000), 
principal Alvina Crouse successfully led a $500,000 campaign for a new 
playground. The impact on her school was noteworthy. In the year following its 
completion, vandalism, "referrals to the principal," and injuries were reduced 
significantly. 

Creation of the Learning Landscape Alliance: 
After the success at Garden Place, a small committee composed ofrepresentatives 
of the City, U.C.D., D.P.S. and foundations decided to initiate a fund.raising 
campaign for new playgrounds for the 25 elementary schools in Denver's 16 
"Focus" neighborhoods, the poorest in Denver. Most of these schools had 
received "low" or "unsatisfactory" ratings in state CSAP tests. Close to 90% of 
the students are non-white; 93% qualify for free or reduced lunch, and the 
mobility rate averages 80% for each school. 

By December 2001, the alliance had funded nine learning landscapes including 
Knapp, Garden Place, CoweU, Fairmont, Fairview, Greenlee, Smedley, Swansea, 

" /11 tlte la ,, analysis, civilization itselfis measured by tlte way i11 which cJ,i/dre11 
will live and 111/tat clta11ce tltey will ltave in the world. "- Mary Hearon Vorse, 1935 



and Whittier. The cost of each project averaged $430,000. The total of $2.9 
million raised came from the city, D.P.S., foundations, and communities involved. 
In-kind support from Americorps, Colorado Youth Corps, businesses, and from 
each school community, was critical to the success of the project. 

Projections for 2002 and 2003 
Seven additional schools have been targeted for 2002 at a cost of $3.1 million. 
They include Colfax, Columbian, Crofton, Eagleton, Munroe, Remington and 
Smith. To date $2.55 million has been pledged. The alliance is committed to 
raising the last $500,000 needed to complete funding for the 2002 schools by mid
summer. By December 2002, if funding is found, 16 learning landscapes will 
have been constructed, leaving seven more to complete the initiative in 2003. 

Significance of the Learning Landscape Initiative 
The alliance has retained The Center for Research Strategies (CRS) to conduct an 
independent evaluation of the program that will be completed in December 2002. 
Key questions, such as the impact on the school culture and on the community, 
will be addressed. Additionally, the researchers will investigate the relationship 
between the learning landscapes and student achievement. 

With the completion of the project, Denver will be the first U.S. city to have 
implemented such a comprehensive plan for inner city schools. Just as important, 
each landscape becomes a park for the adjacent community, enhancing the 
relationship between the neighborhood and school, and providing a new resource 
for recreation and gathering place for families. Assuming success in 2003, the 
initiative will have provided new facilities for 11,800 students and countless 
neighborhood families. The total investment is projected at $9,800,000. 

6114102 



LEARNING LANDSCAPE ALLIANCE DONORS LIST TO DATE 

Businesses & Individuals: 

Alvina Crouse 
Arbor Valley Nursery 
ASARCO 
Blackinton & Decker Construction 
Bobcat of the Rockies 
Broncos Charity Fund 
Burlington Northern Santa Fe 
Centric Elevator 
Colfax Business District 
Colfax Elementary Alumni 
Colorado Designscapes, Inc. 
Colorado Rockies Baseball Club 
Cordillera Asset Management 
Dahl Tile 
Darryl and Keith Holleman 
Designcapes, INC 
Dominion Capital Group, Inc. 
Essie Garrett 
First Bank 
Globeville Community Center 
Governor's Council on Physical Fitness 
GPD Land Design, LLC 
Graft's Turf Farms 
Green Acres Nursery 
HNTB Architects 
Jim "Daddio" Walker 
Jordon Perlmutter 
King Baptist Church 
Kronke Sports (Avalanche & Nuggets) 
Land Title 
Little Valley Nursery 
Payne Weber 
PCL Construction, Inc. 
Rio Grande Construction 
RMT Sports Turf Contractors 
Roche Construction 
Rocky Mountain Recreation 
Sam's Club 
Shine Investment 
Steve Farber 
S !rings Restaurant 
Suzanne Coxhead 



Top Quality Turf 
Turner Construction 
Willow Creek Elementary School 
WSA Fraternal Life 

Foundations/Non-Profit Organizations: 

Annie E. Casey Foundation 
Cherry Creek Arts Festival 
Denver Public School Foundation 
Donnell-Kay Foundation 
Gates Family Foundation 
Gold Crown Foundation 
Madd Dads 
National Adult Baseball Association 
Peer One 
Piton Foundation 
Salazar Family Foundation 
Stapleton Foundation 
Temple Hoyne Buell Foundation 
The Daniels Fund 
The Denver Foundation 
Victory Outreach 

Public Support: 

Americorp/NCCC 
City and County of Denver, Housing and Neighborhood Development Services 
City and County of Denver, Parks and Recreation Department 
Denver Public Schools 
Denver Sheriffs Department 
Great Outdoors Colorado 
University of Colorado at Denver, Chancellor's Office 
University of Colorado at Denver, College of Architecture and Planning 

The Parent Teacher Associations and the Elementary Schools at: 
o Fairview o Colfax o Cowell 
o Fairmont o Smith o Smedley 
o Greenlee o Remington o Swansea 
o Whittier o Columbian o Crofton 
o Garden Place o Munroe 
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Steve Farber, left, and !Ion Bernstein, also on swing, first met as raise money for new playground equipment for Colfax and other 
students at Colfax Elementary. Decades later, the pair helped schools in low-income neighborhoods. 

,' "I • I 

Playground project swings high_ 
By Cindy Brovsky 
Denver Post Staff Writer 

Fifty years ago, Ron Bernstein 
and Steve Farber played baseball 
on a dirt lot near a couple of swing 
sets at the Colfax Elementary 
School playground. 

Generations of students sat on 
the same rusted swings and often 
received scraped knees from the 
broken asphalt and gravel. 

Today, the once-neglected lot in 
west Denver has been transform
ed with brightly colored play
ground equipment and lush turf 

Schoolyards get new equipment, turf 
through a partnership between 
Denver Public Schools, the city, 
the state, private foundations and 
alumni. 

"Until six months ago, this play
ground was exactly the same as 
when I was a kid," recalled Far
ber, a Denver attorney. "The im• 
provement is unbelievable and 
well-deserved for these children." 

Farber and Bernstein. director 
of the Mayor's Office of Economic 

Development, joined the ambi
tious project to replace outdated 
playgrounds at elementary 
schools in 23 low-income neigh
borhoods. 

Mayor Wellington Webb first 
learned of the poor condition of 
the Colfax playground through a 
letter-writing campaign by stu
dents. When he visited the school, 
Webb was impressed with the 
$800 in coins raised by the stu-

dents to start the work on the 
playground. 

The Colfax playground is part 
of the $9.8 million project city
wide. Last year, supporters who 
call themselves the "Learning 
Landscape Alliance," quietly re
placed nine playgrounds. 

The goal is to complete seven 
more playgrounds this year, and 
an additional seven in 2003. Each 
playground costs $400,000 to 
$500,000, including equipmen~ ir-

Please see PLAY on 3B 



Project gives schoolkids new places t~ play 
" 

PlAYfrom Page 1 B 
: '1 'j ( i
'""' rigation systems and turf ..:~ 
",.. The city donates $700,000 to 

$900,000 to the project each year 
through federal grants .. 'l'he state's 

·--·share comes from 'Great Outdoors 
Colorado lottery proceeds. DPS is 

r·, ,responsible for maintenance of the 
•-$ playgrounds. 
J;I "We have so much more fun tljis 

year because we don't just have the 
boring old equipment," said Mar-

'·" :.• risa Aguilar, 8, a fourth-grader at 
hmColfax. "We never had grass before 
w .: and a lot of kids used to get hurt 
120 •·when they fell." 

r,):arrisa and her classmates 
•:-•" painted tiles that will decorate 
. . • ·shade covers near the playground. 
1a;,e'. Physical education teacher Tom 
l ,:'"Barela said the new playground 

· 
;i·-helps the kids' overall attitude

l3 1j, ~abgut school. 
!? '. · ~Just think if you went to work 
'"' '"where the air conditioner was bro-
dJ ,:'ken and the furniture was old,'' he 
•1: ·

1 (sajµ. "It would be harder. to get 
· ,your job done. The same thing is 

'tme of kids. They now have the 
. proper equipment to enjoy them-
- · selves and take pride in." 
,. , Principal Mary Romero agreed. 

•"All that you have to do is look at 
the.fr smiling .faces to know what 

,, this means to them," she said. 
The playgrounds are designed by 

graduate students at the College of 
Architecture and Planning at the 
University of Colorado at Denver. 

. Neighbors and students at each site 
help plant the turf and trees. Some 
oC:the pfaygrounds include educa-
lion centers with butterfly gardens. 

11This is not just about replacing 
a ·playground, but making the 
schools a community gathering 
place for the neighborhoods," said 
Lois Brink, an associate professor 
ov.erseeing the designs. 

The Gates Family Foundation 
began spearheading the fundrais-

Globeville. Principal Alvina 
Crouse, who has since retired, do-

f t
nated $10,000 o her own money o 
get the project started 

"We think it's unprecedented for 
a city and school "district to work 
with foundations aild the business 
community to have multi-use play
grounds for the community," said 
Tom Kaesemeyer, executive direc-
tor of the Gates Foundation. 

The foundation gives $50,000 per 
playground. Also pledging $50,000 
are the Denver Broncos, Colorado 
Rockies and Kroenke Sports, own
ers of the Denver Nuggets and Col-
orado Avalanche. other large gifts 
from school alumni, businesses and 
other foundations range from 
$2,500 to $25,000. 

The alliance still needs $130,000 
to complete the seven playgrounds
this year. Supporters also hope the 

downturn in the economy won't 
jeopardize the remaining seven 
playgrounds scheduled for next 
year. 

"These kids now have a place to 
play that bas grass, which many 
don't have in their own back 
yards,'' said James Mejia, a DPS 
board member and manager of 
Denver Parks and Recreation. "We 
have several projects under our 
belt and we're hoping it will be 
bard for people to say no to contin
ued funding when they see the posi
tives of this project." 

Swansea Elementary School as
sistant principal Rodney Feroan
dez understan.ds the impact of the' 
program. 

"The old playground was pretty 
depressing," Fernandez said. "This 
new playground has become a cen
terpiece for our community. Be
cause we built it together, there is 
a sense of pride am_ong the parents 
and students that this is their play-
ground." 

Swing shift 
Denver Public Schools, the city, the state, private 
foundations and alumni have teamed to replace 
outdated playgrounds al elementary schools in 
low-income neighboihood~. 

Knapp 
■ □ Munroe 

Superior products 
quality workmanship 

All Seasons Additions/ 
Swuooms 

Toe Denver Post/ Thomas McKay 
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,Since 1945 nothing has compared to t1\e 
quality of a Linda! Cedar Sunroom. 

We custom build beautiful 
Room Additio~ And Sunrooms. 

9 X 10 Low As 5699500 

Showroom (303) 781-4545 
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, asphalt quilt that 1s Den
e_ _ .. astwood neighborhood, the 
,la,ylngfteld at Munroe Elementary 
;Just another blacktop patch. 
·That was supposed to change
,1...ran. Apublic and private part
enilllp ·called the Learning Lahd
eape Alliance· helped fund li'esh 
•I ,• J • , I 

First-graders at Herbert Munroe Elementary in Denver playTuesday 
.vith the gravel covering the school's field. Principa!Jody Cohn is afraid 
he school might not get a new grass field this year ifthe DenverWater 

School bacl(ers want breakfrom drought rules 
equipment, an amphitheater and8Jementaries were - best of all - a community play
Ing fteld offi"esh, salt grass ..i~tto receive lush But now It looks like there might 
be Interference from the same1ew expanses ofsod. mother nature who 1s an absentee 
parent In a community short of 
trees and long on concrete walks~ ffoJly Yettick and commercial strips. 

OCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS A severe drought has forced the 
Denver Water Board to consider 
banning outdoor watering and pre
venting new sod from being laid. 
Board members will meet this 
mom!ngto vote on these and other 
water restrictions. 

Alliance supporters have been 
lobby!ngthe board to granl/exemp

. lliOll$at MAJnroelanllthree othatlln• 

MAAIAJ.AVII..A/ROCKYMOUNTATN NEWS 

Board restricts watering and installing sod. Physical education instructor 
Eric Berghom said the grassfield "would give the children asafer place to 
play." The gravel area is used for running and field events. 

■ Troutmovedfromshrinking 
reservoir.13A 
■ Leglslators tour proposed 
reservoir site near Parker. 22A 
■ More onDne: Go to 
R~ountalnNews.com 
for watering schedules and full 
coverage ofColorado's drought 

nerclty elementaries-Crotton, Ea
gleton and Remington - where 
Learning Landscapes are in 
progress or!n the works. 

Draft language allows theront!n
,. ui!d watering of athletic :fields, but 
It's unknown whether "h!mental'y 

school playing fields would fall un
der that umbrella. 

The changes also could prevent 
the school district from landscap
ing around new schools and class
room additions. Though not part of 
Leaming Landscape, some of these 
spots also serve Denver's poorest 
neighborhoods. 

Water board members have 
tough decisions ahead, said Tom 
Kaesemeyer; executive director of 
the Gates Foundation, one of the 
Learning Landscapes' many bene
factors. 

He hopes those decisions favor 
Learning Landscapes, which alms 

1 ., I ·1 flip lb SODIOh 24A 
•• J ,, , 

https://R~ountalnNews.com
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Sod: Neighborhood kids play in street 
Continued from 5A 
to use public and private money to 
add 11 new play areas by 2003 to the 
12 that are already completed. 

"We believe this whole Learning 
Landscape Project has been con
ceived to provide for the poorest 
communities so there's a little bit of 
green, there's some shade and 
there's some appropriate equip
ment," he said. 

"The question (board members) 
have to answer is how to achieve 
their goals of saving water and set 

:nart priorities. In the end, you 
ope there 1s some broader equity 

....eross the metro area." 
Board mem\)ers reached Tuesday 

'Cl ' • 

said they haven"t made up their 
minds about Learning Landscapes. 

Member Denise Maes said she 
had yet to review information on 
how much water would be saved If 
the playground projects were halt
ed. 

"Whatever decisions the board 
makes tomorrow will hurt some-

-body's business," said Liz Gardener, 
conservation manager for Denver 
Water. "Nothing about a drought 1s 
fair." 

Munroe Prlncipal Jody Cohn says 
it also 1s unfair that students at her 
school are forced to wade through 
pea gravel to play soccer. Each 
evening as she leaves schcio4. she -. 

sees children playing in the street. 
Last year a little boy was killed near 
the school when a car hit his bike. 

·•n•svecy bleak," Cohn said. 
N orrna Saenz, a school secretacy 

who lives in the neighborl_lood, says 
the nearest green space, Garfield 
Park, is so far away she sometimes 
drives her 4-ye!IJ"-Old son there in

. stead of walking. 
•As a parent," she says, "I would 

like to knowniy child is here, playing 
close to home." 

yettickh@RockyMountainNews.comor 
(303) 892,5082--• •••; C ': ••.• 

mailto:yettickh@RockyMountainNews.com


chool 
ecology 
lesson 
snuffed 
Pollution concerns 
halt garden burn 
By Dan Luzadder 
Special to The Denver Post 

Students at Bromwell Elementa
ry are trying to learn about nature, 
but parents and faculty say the les
son they're getting is more about 
environmental politics than the en
vironment itself. 

A portion of the playground at 
the small neighborhood school near 
Cherry Creek has been turned into 
a garden of 20 native prairie 
c11·asses. The plan was to burn the 

'ar-old garden to show how it 
• Id flourish after the burn, just 

\ as the great prairie fires once rein-
\ vigorated the grasslands, said Lois 

Brink, a Bromwell parent and the 
garden's designer. 

But the application for a permit 
to burn the 50-by-50-foot garden 
was denied bv the cih•'s environ
mental watchdogs. A ·letter from 
an environmental investigator to 
Brink said the controlled burn 

; ~ would emit too much particulate 
, l' matter into the air. 
I The alternative, the letter said, 
J is to take the school's 300 students 

,i• on a field trip to the Denver Botan
f ic Gardens, which has a much larg
! er prairie-grass exhibit.f' That answer contradicts whattt the school is trying to teach, said 
J'Bromwell p{'incipal Frank Bing
r,;,ham. 
, : ~!''l'he garden is really an authen
?Uc native ecosystem, and proper 
/management of these kind of eco

stems demand this kind of ap
. ,'proach," Bingham said. "If we are 
tteaching our kids the full picture, if 

i,!we are being honest with them, and 
, . ."this is the proper management 
~•,strategy, this is what we should do, 
:·. to burn it." 
· After the city's Jan. 24 decision, 
.J, 'Bromwell parents contacted U.S. 
/ Sen. Wayne Allard for help and 
·were referred to the Colorado Air 

ion Control Division. There. 
sked for state environmental 

als to compare the amount of 
parliculates generated by a 15• 

-minute hurn with those g~neraled 
by buses needed to take the stu-

•·, Pleases 0S1" 

t7oww17o~ 
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The Denver Post I Brian Brainerd 

BrQrR\Yell Elementary students Adam Martelon, 7, the school planted to demonstrate how plants 
and Erika Kalin, 9, stand in the prairie grass that would flourish after the field was burned. 

•· 

C:ity snuffs out ecology lesson 
STUDENTS from Page 1 B 

dents fo the Botanic Gardens and 
back. 

•A' letter from the pollution-con
trol division says burning the gar
den wOuld likely emit about 8 
p~unds· of particulates into the air 
- ·co\'.npared with 13 pounds for 
each· ho'ur of operation for a school 
bus.·· 

i\faureen Dudley. senior environ
mental engineer for the city. and 
Steve• Foute, director of the city's 
environmental-protection division, 
see· ii differently. 
· "The problem we have is that we 

have fo look at every request on its 
cwn merits," Dudlev said. "We 
,Jon'l get a lot of requests like this, 
but there is an issue when you say 
if it's OK for one, is it OK for 10 
.;;chouls or 20 schools?" 

She said school officials and par
ents should have considered burn 
restrictions before planting but 
failed to consult with the city De
partment of Environmental Health 
before putting in the grasses. 

Foute takes issue with compari
sons between particulate pollut
ants from a bus trip and the burn 
of the school's garden of grass. 

"Those are two different forms 
of pollution and where the pollut
ants go are different." he said. 

Foute said the school has the op
tion of seeking a variance from the 
city law on open burning. But its 
next opportunity to get on the 
agenda is in April. Reaching a final 
decision could push the issue be
yond the end of the school year and 
beyond the optimum time for burn
ing the garden. 

That would be a disappointment 
for third-grader Nathan Kirsch. 

"It's not that fun to run through 
it when the weeds and things like 
that poke you," Nathan said. ··It's 
better when there are fresh flowers I 
and grasses growing up. I've al
ways loved doing projects for the 
school. Doing this burn will be real
ly interesting to watch, and it will 
just make the school look better." 
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OFHCE OF THE MAYOR

.;IMAYOR CITY AND COUNTY BUILDrNG 
~ /'( r'•, DENVER, COLORADO • 80202-5390SEA( 

TELEPHONE: 720-865-9000 • FAX: 720-865-9040 
TTY/ TTD: 720-865-9010 

Apri l 20, 200 l 

Lois Brink 
University ofColorado at Denver 
College of Architecture and Planning 
Landscape Architecture program 
Campus Box 126 
PO Box 173364 
Denver, CO 80217-3364 

Dear Ms Brink: 

After seeing the success of your Learning Landscape Programs at Bromwell and Garden 
Place Elementary Schools, I wait with great anticipation for the ground breaking on your 
next seven Denver Public Elementary Schools this summer. 

On behalf of the City and County of Denver, congratulations and thank you for your 
efforts to work in and wi th our communi ties to create these innovative playgrounds. l am 
also proud to be supporting your efforts with a matching funds grant of $960,000.00 for 
the year 200 l from Denver Housing and eighborhood Development Services. 

[ strongly encourage you to continue to develop these interactive, fun and safe 
environments for our children and communities. Every child should have the chance to 
laugh and play, learn and grow and [ know these learning landscapes provide this 
opportunity. 

With the hard work of many volunteers, foundations, students and businesses, the City 
and County ofDenver will be a showcase for the nation and I am excited to be part of 
this "paradigm shift in the art of playing." 

Thank you for your innovation, persistance and hard work. 

Yours truly, 

Well ington E. Webb 
Mayor 

https://960,000.00


DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
900 GRANT STREET / DENVER, CO 80203 

TELEPHONE (303) 764-3200 

DEPARTMENT OF FACILITY MANAGEMENT 
2800 WEST SEVENTH AVENUE/ DENVER, CO 80204 
TELEPHONE (303) 575-4012 January 16, 2001 

Chancellor Georgia Lesh-Laurie 
University ofColorado at Denver 
Campus Box 168, PO Box 173364 
Denver, CO 80217-3364 

Dear Chancellor Lesh-Laurie: 

On behalf of the Denver Public School District and the elementary school staffs, I wish to express my 
sincere appreciation for your support under our partnership program in developing new playgrounds and 
learning landscapes for the children ofDenver. 

Additionally, Associate Professor Lois A. Brink deserves special recognition and our gratitude for her 
outstanding role and accomplishments as the principal playground and learning landscape researcher and 
investigator during the past year. Through her leadership, persistence, and dedication to the "School Parks 
Alliance - The Learning Landscape" Program, Associate Professor Brink single-handily encouraged, 
convinced, and secured the City and County of Denver Housing and Neighborhood Development Agency 
commitment to fund seven new elementary school playgrounds at $960,000.00 in matching dollars. 

Associate Professor Brink has also been the nucleus for energizing and sustaining the growing 
collaboration between the City of Denver, our school communities, and learning institutions since 1999. 
On a daily basis Lois espouses the DPS Facility Management's motto of "Quality Facilities for Quality 
Kids"! Her efforts of today will be appreciated for many years to come. 

In closing, I want to thank you for your time, and wish you and the University of Colorado at Denver a 
very successful New Year. 

/Wt/4.
Micha,J C. LMgloy ~ 
Executive Director 

ML/cb 
Copy: Dean Patricia O'Leary, College of Architecture and Planning 

Craig Cook, Chief Operating Officer 
Bernadette Seick, Interim Superintendent 
Charles Burdo, Project Manager, DPS 

https://960,000.00
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STATUS - ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PLAYGROUND AND LEARNING LANDSCAPE PROGRAM 
DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

DEPARTMENT OF FACILITY MANAG EMENT - Program Project Management Team 
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